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The study of existence of quasi-periodic motion back to the time mathematicians and as-
tronomers started to study the motion of celestial bodies through newtonian laws. In some
sense, existence of quasi-periodic motion in the Solar System is a trace of its stability. The Solar
System can be viewed as a small perturbation of a direct product of Kepler problems, which
are integrable. Then, at the end of 19th century, Poincaré considered the study of small pertur-
bations of completely integrable Hamiltonian systems (and, in particular, of the persistence of
quasi-periodic motion) as the most important in Dynamics.
The breakthrough in the problem did not arrived until the mid 50’s and early 60’s, with the
works of A.N. Kolmogorov [1], V.I. Arnold [2] and J. Moser [3], in which they proved that, under
suitable non-degeneracy conditions of the integrable system, most of the tori carrying quasi-
periodic motion of the integrable system do persist slightly deformed in the perturbed system.
Arnold himself asked what would happen when pertubations are not small, i.e. in the far from
integrable regime.
We will consider these problems for discrete versions of Hamiltonian systems, that are exact
symplectic maps. We will first illustrate these problems of persistence and existence of invariant
tori for the famous standard map Fε.
Given the standard map Fε is an area preserved map with dependence on (x, y). When ε = 0
we call F0 unperturbed system .
Fε : T×R→T×R






where T = R/Z.
For ε = 0 the dynamics is simple: For any (x0, y0) ∈ T×R the orbit is given by the rigid
rotation Fn0 (x0, y0) = (x0 + ny0, y0) with rotation number y0. if y0 = p/q ∈ Q The orbit is periodic in the invariant circle T× {y0},if y0 ∈ R/Q The orbit is dense in the invariant curve T× {y0} . (2)
For a given initial point (x0, y0) where y0 = p/q with p 6= 0, then T× {y0} is a invariant
curve. Do these invariant curves persist after the perturbation?
One can use KAM methods (in spirit of Kolmogorov) to answer the previous question. KAM
methods typically deal with a perturbative setting in such a way that the problem is written as
perturbation of an integrable system and take advantage of the existence of action angle-like
coordinates for the unperturbed system. Where the variable y is called action and the variable x
is the angle. In particular, it consists in applying a sequence of canonical transformations such
iii
iv Introduction
that in step k we eliminate the dependence on the variable action at order k. In that way we can
have {y = y0} ×T is a invariant tori for the perturbed system and (y0, x0) is an initial point.
For ε = 0, we have explained in (2) and for ε > 0, KAM theory concludes that "most" of the
previous invariant curves mentioned in (2) persist, even they are slightly deformed. Moreover
these curves are successively destroyed as ε increased. A standard procedure in KAM theory (in
the spirit of Kolmogorov) is first to fix the rotation number and then study the persistence of the
















































(d) ε = 0.9
Figure 1: Phase space of the standard map for different values of the parameter ε and in green
we plot the invariant curve.
In the Figure 1, we see the dynamic of Standard map with different values of parameter
vε. As we said before even the parameters are slightly increased these curves are successively
destroyed. The invariant curves exist in unperturbed system and as ε increased they persist we
call them primary tori. For instance, in Figure 1 in green is primary tori. On the other cases, the
new invariant curve are called secondary tori because they are not present for ε = 0. The new
invariant curves are born from an elliptic fixed point, notice that in Figure 1 the point (0, 0) are
foliated by invariant tori and they are secondary tori.
But this method is often difficult to be applicable to the many problems and applications
are non-perturbative systems. In addition, sometimes it is very difficult to establish action-angle
variables for the unperturbed system.
In this work we will consider this circle of ideas and results for the case of families of exact
symplectic maps. We will state KAM theorems for existence and persistence of invariant tori
in the so-called a posteriori format: given an approximate invariant torus, and under suitable
non-degeneracy conditions, there is a true invariant torus nearby. The proof is designed in a way
one can produce a numerical algorithm to compute invariant tori. This has been implemented
for the numerically computation of primary and secondary invariant circles.
Essentially, this method is carried out by adding a small function to the previous approxi-
mations of torus and this small function is obtained solving a linearized equation around the
approximated torus. Thus, we obtain a Newton-like iterative scheme to solve the invariance
equation. In particular, do not require the Hamiltonian system either to be written in action-
angle variables or to be a perturbation of an integrable one.
The main tool of this approach is the so-called parameterization method, that produces a
Newton-like iterative method to solve the invariance equation for an invariant torus, and the
KAM theorem is a result on the convergence of the method. The method was introduced in this
setting by A. González, À. Jorba, R. de la Llave and J. Villanueva [4] (see [DlL01] for preliminary
a version). In this work we have followed the review of the method exposed in [HCF+16].
The main achievements of this work are:
• We have adapted the KAM theorem in [HCF+16] to the case the ambient space have extra
geometrical structures apart from an exact symplectic structure: we assume there is a com-
patible triple (a simplectic form, an almost complex structure and a Riemannian structure);
• We have adapted the theorem to consider invariant tori with different topologies: tori that
are homotopic to the zero-section of a cylinder (primary tori), and tori that are homotopi-
cally trivial (secondary tori);
• We have included analytical dependence on parameters;
• We have designed algorithms of computation and continuation of invariant circles (pri-
mary and secondary) in families of area preserving maps, and implemented them with
programming language C, for the standard map.
Finally, we briefly describe the organization of this work: in Chapter 1 we introduce the
setting, including the key geometrical structures we will use; in Chapter 2 we state and proof
the main theorem of this work: a KAM theorem in a posteriori format; in Chapter 3 we describe
several algorithms of computation of invariant tori and apply them to compute primary and
secondary tori for the standard map: the C programs are included in the two final appendices.
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The Parameterization Method in
KAM Theory
1.1 Geometric Properties of Invariant Tori
This section is devoted to describe the relevant geometric features and to present the con-
struction of a suitable adapted frame that allows us to study the linearized dynamics around
and an invariant torus. Certainly, in chapter 4 of [HCF+16] there are 2 more adapted frames are
that also interesting choices.
Generalizing the discussion in this section, throughout this chapter we consider F : A×U →
A, with F is a family of exact symplectic maps and we look for a family of parameterizations
K : Tn ×U → A of invariant tori. Specially, we are interested in two kinds of ambient space A.
On the one hand, in the "primary context" we work in A = Tn × Rn, F is homotopic to
the identity (i.e F(x, y, ε)− (x, 0) is 1- periodic in x) and K is homotopic to the zero section (i.e
K(θ, ε)− (θ, 0) is 1-periodic in θ).
K : Tn ×U −→ A×U, A = Tn ×Rn
(θ, ε) −→
[






p, the projection on the angular and action variable, are the periodic functions.
On the other hand, in the "secondary context" we work in A = Rn ×Rn, F a family of exact
symplectomorphisms and K is homotopically trivial (a point).








We will recall some concepts in symplectic geometry. In ambient space A is either an annulus
or a star sharped. We consider U ⊂ Rp is the parameter space and we assume that A is
endowed with a closed non-degenerate symplectic form ωε whose matrix representation is given
1
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by Ω : A×U → R2n×2n that is an antisymmetric, non-degenerate matrix, that means Ω(z, ε)> =
−Ω(z, ε), det Ω(z, ε) 6= 0 respectively. In such a way
z ∈ A, u, v ∈ R2n ωε(z)(u, v) = u>Ω(z, ε)v. (1.3)










where we use the notation (Ω(z, ε))i,j for the (i, j)− component of Ω(z, ε). The symplectic form
is exact if, moreover, there exists 1-form α such that ω = dα. In matrix representation, that
means, there exists a : A×U → R2n of the form a(z, ε) = (a1(z, ε), · · · , a2n(z, ε))> such that
Ω(z, ε) = Dza(z, ε)> − Dza(z, ε). (1.5)
Remark 1.1. Two main examples of exact symplectic form ω in matrix representation in this
work are the following



















































. We want to emphasize that in 2D standard case,
we use Ω0 that does not depend on the point z.
A family of diffeomorphisms F : A×U −→ A is symplectic if
DzF(z, ε)>Ω(F(z, ε), ε)DzF(z, ε) = Ω(z, ε), ∀z ∈ A, ε ∈ U (1.8)
Moreover, F is exact symplectomorphism if there exists a differentiable function S : A×U →
R ( primitive function ) such that
DzS(z, ε)> = a(F(z, ε), ε)>DzF(z, ε)− a(z, e)>, ∀z ∈ A, ε ∈ U. (1.9)
Remark 1.2.













which is the symplectic condition, is a necessary condition to find the primitive function S,
but not sufficient. From Poincaré’s Lemma we know there is a primitive function S in R2n,
but since the ambient space A = Tn ×Rn we need to check the primitive function is also
1-periodic in x.
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is sufficient from Poincaré ’s Lemma and then there exists the primitive function S.
Definition 1.3. Given such a family of parameterizations K : Tn ×U → A and K = K(Tn ×U) is a
family of Lagrangian tori if for all θ ∈ Tn, ε ∈ U,
ΩK(θ, ε) = DθK(θ, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε)DθK(θ, ε) = On.
Definition 1.4. For a family K of parameterizations of quasi-periodic invariant tori with frequency ω ∈
Rn, K = K(Tn ×U) is F−invariant, and
F(K(θ, ε), ε) = K(Rω(θ), ε). (1.14)
with Rω(θ) = θ +ω where ∀k ∈ Zn \ {0}, k ·ω /∈ Z(ω non-resonant).
Lemma 1.5. Let F : A×U → A be a family of exact symplectomorphisms and K : Tn ×U → A be a
family of parameterizations of a quasi-periodic invariant tori. Then, K is a family of Lagrangian tori.
Proof. Derivating the invariance equation (1.14) in both sides we get
DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)DθK(θ, ε) = DθK(θ +ω, ε). (1.15)
Moreover,
ΩK(θ, ε) = DθK(θ, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε)DθK(θ, ε)
= DθK(θ, ε)>DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)>Ω(F(K(θ, ε), ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)DθK(θ, ε)
= DθK(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DθK(θ +ω, ε) = ΩK(θ +ω, ε)
where we used the invariance equation (1.14), (1.15) and (1.9). We get ΩK(θ, ε)−ΩK(θ+ω, ε) =
On, then ΩK(θ, ε) is constant, because ω is non-resonant. Moreover, the components of ΩK(θ, ε)

















































from which we can see ΩK = On.
Remark 1.6. In 2D standard case,
DθK(θ, ε)>Ω0DθK(θ, ε) = O2
It leads us to ΩK = O2 in 2D, that means, any K : T×U → A, K = K(T×U) is a family of
Lagrangian tori.
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1.1.2 Construction of Symplectic Adapted Frame
Our next goal is to construct a suitable expression for the tangent map of a family of exact
symplectomorphisms Fε around a family of Lagrangian invariant tori. Consider the family of
Lagrangian tori parameterized by K, the adapted frame should be partially defined by the tan-
gent vector of K. Then, consider the map L : Tn ×U → R2n×n given by L(θ, ε) = DθK(θ, ε). By
Lemma 1.5, L defines a family of Lagrangian frames, i.e,
L(θ, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε)L(θ, ε) = On
Then, our goal is to construct a complementary subspace, given by N : Tn ×U → R2n×n such
that P : Tn ×U → R2n×2n the juxtaposed matrix
P(θ, ε) = (L(θ, ε) N(θ, ε)) (1.17)
satisfies the symplectic condition
P(θ, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε)P(θ, ε) = Ω0. (1.18)
In this way, we say that P : Tn ×U → R2n×2n is a symplectic frame. In particular, the symplectic
form in the adapted frame reduces to the standard symplectic form.
In order to construct adapted frame we will assumeA is endowed with a family of compatible
triples (Ω,J , G) meaning,
(i) a family of symplectic forms ωε whose matrix representations are given by Ω : A×U →
R2n×2n such that
z ∈ A, u, v ∈ R2n ωε(z)(u, v) = u>Ω(z, ε)v
and Ω(z, ε) satisfies
– antisymmetric: Ω(z, ε)> = −Ω(z, ε),
– non-degenerate: detΩ(z, ε) 6= 0,
(ii) a family of almost complex structures J whose matrix representations are given by J :
A×U → R2n×2n such that
J(z, ε)2 = −Id2n.
(iii) a family of Riemannian structures g whose matrix representations are given by G : A×
U → R2n×2n such that
– symmetric: G(z, ε)> = G(z, ε), det G(z, ε) 6= 0,
– positive definite: u>G(z, ε)u > 0 ∀u ∈ R2n \ {0}
where the compatibility conditions reads: ωε(z)(u, v) = gε(z)(u, Jv) ∀z ∈ A ∀u, v ∈
TzA, ∀ε ∈ U. It leads to
Ω(z, ε) = G(z, ε)J(z, ε). (1.19)
Remark 1.7. This is not strictly necessary for the construction of adapted frames, but make
simpler some computations.
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Since K is an embedding it follows that L(θ, ε) has the rank n. Then, the map N0 : Tn ×U →
R2n×n defined by
N0(θ, ε) = J(K(θ, ε), ε)L(θ, ε) (1.20)
such that the matrix P0(θ, ε) =
(
L(θ, ε) N0(θ, ε)
)
has non-vanishing determinant that is the
non-degenerate condition.
Under these assumptions, we complement the Lagrangian subspace generated by L(θ, ε) as
follows
N(θ, ε) = L(θ, ε)A(θ, ε) + N0(θ, ε)B(θ, ε),
in such a way that P(θ, ε) satisfies (1.18), it leads to
L>ΩL = On, L>ΩN = −Idn,
N>ΩL = Idn, N>ΩN = On.
(1.21)
After the computations we get A(θ, ε) = On and
B(θ, ε) = (L(θ, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε)J(K(θ, ε), ε) L(θ, ε))−1




N(θ, ε) = N0(θ, ε)(Gk(θ, ε))−1.
We will often split the matrix P in four blocks as follow
P(θ, ε) =
[
Lx(θ, ε) Nx(θ, ε)
Ly(θ, ε) Ny(θ, ε)
]
. (1.23)
and from the symplectic condition of P we get
P(θ, ε)−1 = −Ω0P(θ, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε) (1.24)
for K a family of parameterization of invariant tori.

















An important consequence of the previous construction is the reducibility of the linear dy-
namics around a family of tori. That is, the following lemma states that the linearized dynamics
around a family of invariant tori is upper-triangular and symplectic in the adapted frame.
Lemma 1.9. Let F : A × U → A be a family of symplectomorphisms and K : Tn × U → A be a
family of parameterizations. Assume that K = K(Tn ×U) is F-invariant and that the dynamics on K is
conjugate with the ergodic rotation Rω(θ) = θ +ω:
F(K(θ, ε), ε) = K(Rω(θ, ε), ε),
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Assume the matrix map P : Tn×U → R2n×2n, defined in (1.17), satisfies P(θ, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε)P(θ, ε) =
Ω0, Then, the frame P reduces the linearized dynamics DzF ◦ K to a block-triangular matrix:






where T : Tn → Rn×n is defined by the symmetric matrix
T(θ, ε) = N(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε). (1.27)
The matrix T(θ, ε) is called torsion matrix.
Proof. From K = K(Tn × U) is F− invariant, F(K(θ, ε), ε) = K(θ + ω, ε), we differentiate the
invariance equation with respect to θ. Then, we get
DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)DθK(θ, ε) = DθK(θ +ω, ε). (1.28)
Notice that






where the last equality is hold by the definition of P(θ + ω, ε) that the first first column is
L(θ +ω, ε).
Then, Λ(θ, ε) = P(θ +ω, ε)−1DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)P(θ, ε) is symplectic due to the fact that the mul-
tiplication of symplectic matrices is symplectic.
The necessary symplectic condition and (1.29) lead us to the following matrix














T(θ, ε) = N(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε).
and
−L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
= −L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)N(θ +ω, ε) = Idn.
1.2 Cohomological Equations
KAM method explained here consists on adding iteratively a small function to a given fam-
ily of approximation of the tori. This correction is obtained by solving (approximately) the
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linearized equation around the family of approximated tori. It leads us to an important study of
the so-called cohomological equation that will be presented in the section (1.2).
Then, we describe the one step of this procedure in order to clarify the ideas and also to
emphasize that in the section (1.3) process is expected to converge quadratically to a family of
invariant tori. That means, we will see the error when applying once the KAM step is quadrati-
cally small with respect to initial error.
Definition 1.10. Given a non-resonant ω ∈ Rn, we define the cohomological operator L on functions
u : Tn ×U → R as follows:
Lu(θ, ε) := u(θ, ε)− u(θ +ω, ε). (1.30)
Definition 1.11. Given a continuous function u : Tn ×U → R that is periodic in θ, we denote the
average of u as 〈u〉(ε) = ∫
Tn u(θ, ε)dθ.
In the KAM theory we can find the following one-bite cohomological equation:
Lu = v− 〈v〉, (1.31)
where v : Tn ×U → R is know and u has to be determined.
Let v : Tn ×U → R to be a continuous function. Using the Fourier expansions
v(θ, ε) = ∑
k∈Zn ,k 6=0
vˆ(ε)ke2piikθ , u(θ, ε) = ∑
k∈Zn ,k 6=0
uˆ(ε)ke2piikθ .
Note the formal solution is immediately obtained by matching the Fourier series terms.
<v(θ, ε) = ∑
k∈Zn ,k 6=0
uˆk(ε)e2piikθ , u˜k =
v˜k(ε)
1− e2piikω (1.32)
< is the solution of the one-bite cohomological equation (1.32). Moreover, all the solutions of
(1.31) differ by a constant.
Remark 1.12. The ergocity does not provide the regularity of the solution. Moreover, notice that
1− e2piikθ can be very small even ω appears in (1.32) is rationally independent. It is the so-called
small divisor problem an it requires non-resonance condition on ω.
It is well-known that a sufficient condition for the solvability of the small divisors equation
(1.31) is that ω satisfies a Diophantine property as defined below.
Definition 1.13. Given γ > 0 and τ > n, ω ∈ Rn is Diophantine frequency vector of type (γ, τ) if and
only if
|k ·ω−m| ≥ γ|k|τ1
, ∀k ∈ Zn \ {0}, m ∈ Zn, (1.33)
where |k|1 = ∑nj=1 |ki|.
Remark 1.14. Later on, we will state a theorem of existence of solution of (1.31) under much
stronger hypotheses such as analycity.
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1.3 Approximate Invariant Tori and Approximate Reducibility
The aim of this section is to see how the error affects to the geometrical properties discussed
in (1.1.2). Given a family of parameterizations K : Tn ×U → A of approximate invariant tori,
we consider its error function E : Tn ×U → R2n
E(θ, ε) = F(K(θ, ε), ε)− K(θ +ω, ε). (1.34)
Remark 1.15. It is important to emphasize that in the two contexts (primary and secondary
context), the error function E(θ, ε) is 1-periodic funtcion in the θ−variable.
In the "secondary context" this is easier, since K is 1-periodic in the θ-variable. In the "primary
context", however, the periodicity of E comes from the fact that











The two contexts can be mixed. The point is that one has to adapt the topological properties
of the tori to the family of exact symplectomorphisms so that the function E given in (1.34) is
1-periodic in the θ-variable.
As we mentioned before KAM theorem consists on adding a small function in order re-
fine K(θ, ε) by means a Newton-like method. We add a correction 4K(θ, ε) to K(θ, ε) to get
a new parameterization K(θ, ε) = K(θ, ε) +4K(θ, ε) and we expect the new error E¯(θ, ε) =
F(K¯(θ, ε), ε)− K¯(θ +ω, ε) is quadractically smaller than E.
With the taylor expansion
E¯(θ, ε) = F(K¯(θ, ε), ε)− K¯(θ +ω, ε)




(1− t)D2F(K(θ, ε) + t4 K(θ, ε))4 K(θ, ε)⊗2dt




(1− t)D2F(K(θ, ε) + t4 K(θ, ε))4 K(θ, ε)⊗2dt.
(1.36)
Since the correction term 4K is expected to be of the same order of the error term E, the
choice for 4K is to be a solution of the so-called linearized equation,
DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)4 K(θ, ε)−4K(θ +ω, ε) = −E(θ, ε). (1.37)
We emphasize, however, in spirit of the Newton-like method. We do not need to solve (1.36)
exactly, but with an error. In order to do so, we will use the adapted frame introduced in
subsection (1.1.2)
Since the tori are not truly invariant, then the adapted frames are only approximately sym-
plectic and reducibility properties are also verified approximately. The error affects in symplectic
character of the frame we call Esym(θ, ε) and in the reducibility of the tangent map, Ered(θ). For-
tunately, both of them are controlled by the error E(θ, ε) and later we see how they are controlled.
To face the equation (1.37) we consider the frame described in the subsection (1.1.2). Given
the map N0 : Tn × U → R2n×n, defined in the previous section, satisfies the non-degenerate
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condition, det(L(θ, ε) N0(θ, ε)) 6= 0. We consider P : Tn ×U → R2n×2n obtained by juxtaposing
the two 2n× n matrices L(θ, ε) and N(θ, ε) where
L(θ, ε) = DzK(θ, ε), (1.38)
N(θ, ε) = N0(θ, ε)B(θ, ε), (1.39)
B(θ, ε) = (L(θ, ε)>G(K(θ, ε), ε) L(θ, ε))−1 (1.40)
First, we start by controlling ΩK. From the equation (1.16) we can deduce that 〈ΩK〉 = On.
Taking the derivates in both sides of the equation (1.34), we get
DθE(θ, ε) = DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)L(θ, ε)− L(θ +ω, ε). (1.41)
using the definition of LΩK, (1.34), (1.41) and symplectic conditions for F and P we get
LεΩK(θ, ε) = DθK(θ, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε)DθK(θ, ε)− DθK(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DθK(θ +ω, ε)
= DθK(θ, ε)>DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)>Ω(F(K(θ, ε), ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)DθK(θ, ε)
− DθK(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DθK(θ +ω, ε)
= (DθE(θ, ε) + DθK(θ +ω, ε))>Ω(F(K(θ, ε), ε), ε)(DθE(θ, ε) + DθK(θ +ω, ε))
− DθK(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DθK(θ +ω, ε)
= DθK(θ +ω, ε)>4Ω(θ, ε)DθK(θ +ω, ε)
+ DθK(θ +ω)>Ω(F(K(θ, ε), ε), ε)DθE(θ, ε)
+ DθE(θ, ε)>Ω(F(K(θ, ε), ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)DθK(θ, ε),
(1.42)
where using the Taylor’s formula
4Ω(θ, ε) = Ω(F(K(θ, ε), ε), ε)−Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε) =
∫ 1
0
DΩ(K(θ +ω, ε) + tE(θ, ε))E(θ, ε) dt.
(1.43)
It is clear from (1.43) that (1.42) is controlled by E(θ, ε). Furthermore, ΩK, that describes the
error in the Lagrangian character of the tangent bundle, is also controlled since it is the (formal)
solution of cohomological equation in (1.42).
The error in the symplectic character of the frame is




L(θ, ε)TΩ(K(θ, ε), ε)L(θ, ε) L(θ, ε)TΩ(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε) + Idn







it is also controlled by E(θ, ε).
We need to compute P(θ, ε)−1 in order to use later to be applicable in computation of re-
ducibility error. The P(θ, ε) is invertible if the norm of error E(θ, ε) is sufficient small using the
Neumann series,
P(θ, ε)−1 = (Ω0 + Esym(θ, ε))−1P(θ, ε)TΩ(K(θ, ε), ε)
= −(Id−Ω0Esym(θ, ε))−1Ω0P(θ, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε).
(1.46)
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Notice that is different from (1.24), since the parameterization is approximate. Next, we have
to control the error in these properties. We define the reducibility error as following,
Ered = −(Id−Ω0Esym(θ, ε))−1Ω0P(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)P(θ, ε)−Λ(θ, ε).
(1.47)
These block components of matrix Ered(θ,ω), denoted by E
i,j
red(θ, ε), are
E1,1red = N(θ +ω, ε)
>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)L(θ, ε)− Idn
= N(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)(DθE(θ, ε) + L(θ +ω, ε))− Idn
= N(θ +ω, ε)>Ω0DθE(θ, ε),
E1,2red = N(θ +ω, ε)
>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)− T(θ, ε) = On
E2,1red = −L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)L(θ, ε)
= −L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)(DzE(θ, ε) + L(θ +ω, ε))
= −ΩK(θ +ω, ε)− L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DzE(θ, ε),
E2,2red = −L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)− Idn
= L(θ +ω, ε)4Ω(θ, ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
+ (DθE(θ, ε)− DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)L(θ, ε))>Ω(F(K(θ, ε), ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)− Idn
= L(θ +ω, ε)>4Ω(θ, ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
+ DθE(θ, ε)>Ω(F(K(θ, ε), ε), ε)DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε).
(1.48)
We observe that Ered is also depends on E(θ, ε).
Remark 1.16. From Remark (1.6), we know that in standard sysmplectic ΩK = O2n then we do
not need to control LΩK. Even more, Esym = O2n due to the fact that P(θ, ε)>Ω0P(θ, ε) = Ω0 .
The matrix Ered is defined in following
E1,1red = N(θ +ω, ε)
>Ω0(DzE(θ, ε) + L(θ +ω, ε))− Idn
= N(θ +ω, ε)>Ω0DzE(θ, ε)
E1,2red = 0
E2,1red = −L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω0DzE(θ, ε)
E2,2red = DθE(θ, ε)
>Ω0DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
(1.49)
Now we study the linearized equation (1.37) by using the constructed frame. We introduce
4K(θ, ε) = P(θ, ε)ξ(θ, ε) so that (1.37) becomes to
DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)P(θ, ε)ξ(θ, ε)− P(θ +ω, ε)ξ(θ +ω, ε) = −E(θ, ε). (1.50)
Then, we multiply both sides by −Ω0P(θ +ω)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε) and we get
(Λ(θ, ε) + Ered(θ, ε))ξ(θ, ε)− (Id−Ω0Esym)ξ(θ +ω, ε)
= Ω0P(θ +ω)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε))E(θ, ε)
. (1.51)
Skipping second order error terms, we get
Λ(θ, ε)ξ(θ, ε)− ξ(θ +ω, ε) = η(θ, ε), (1.52)
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where
η(θ, ε) = Ω0P(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)E(θ, ε)
= (Λ(θ, ε) + Ered(θ, ε)) ξ(θ, ε)− (Idn −Ω0Esym(θ +ω, ε))ξ(θ +ω, ε).
(1.53)
with
η0 = 〈η〉 =
[
〈−N(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)E(θ, ε)〉
〈L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)E(θ, ε)〉
]
In order to get an solution of the (approximately) linearized equation, we use the following
Lemma. Notice in the Lemma is solving different equation, but we emphasize when we solving
(1.54) we are neglecting average 〈η〉. Since a key result is that this average is quadratically
smaller respect to the error E and it is provided by the Lemma (1.18). As we want to find the
parameterization of the same order as E so that we can add a quadratically smaller term .
Lemma 1.17. Let us consider vector-valued maps η = (ηL, ηN) : Tn × U → R2n×n and a matrix-
valued map T : Tn ×U → Rn×n. Assume that T satisfies the non-degeneracy condition det〈T(θ, ε)〉 6=


















has a (formal) solution given by




+ ξN0 (ε), (1.55)
ξL(θ, ε) = <ω
(
ηL(θ, ε)− T(θ, ε)ξN(θ, ε)
)
+ ξL0 (ε), (1.56)
where
ξN0 (e) = 〈T〉−1〈ηL − T<ω(ηN)〉 (1.57)
and <ω is the solution of the one-bite cohomological equation (1.32). Note that 〈ξN〉 = ξN0 and we have
the freedom of choosing any value for ξL0 ∈ R.
Proof. The triangular form of the system (1.54) allows us to face the second equation LωξN(θ, ε) =
ηN(θ, ε) − 〈ηN〉, where L is given by (1.31). The right-hand side has zero average, so we can
obtain the solution (1.55) with ξN0 := 〈ξ〉 can be any arbitrary function in Rn. Then, the
left equation is LωξL(θ, ε) = ηL(θ, ε) − T(θ, ε)ξN(θ, ε) and we choose ξN0 in such a way that
〈ηL(θ, ε)− T(θ, ε)ξN(θ, ε)〉 = 0.
It leads us to the definition of ξN0 defined in (1.57). Moreover, this can be determined since
det〈T(θ, ε)〉 6= 0 and we get the solution (1.55) with ξL0 := 〈ξL〉 can be any function with depen-
dence on ε .
Lemma 1.18. If K(θ, ε) is a family of approximately invariant tori with error E(θ, ε), then
ηN0 = 〈DE(θ, ε)4 a(θ, ε) + L(θ +ω, ε)>42 a(θ, ε)〉
where
4a(θ, ε) = a(F(K(θ, ε), ε), ε)− a(K(θ +ω, ε), ε) =
∫ 1
0
(Da(K(θ +ω) + tE(θ, ε), ε))E(θ, ε) dt,




(1− t)D2a(K(θ +ω, ε) + tE(θ, ε), ε)E(θ, ε)⊗2 dt.
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Proof. We prove for a general Ω defined in (1.5) instead of Ω0
L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε)E(θ, ε)
= L(θ +ω, ε)>Dθa(K(θ, ε), ε)>E(θ, ε)− L(θ + ε,ω)>Dθa(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)E(θ, ε)
= (Dθ(a(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)))>E(θ, ε) + L(θ +ω, ε)>(42a(θ, ε)− a(F(K(θ, ε), ε), ε) + a(K(θ +ω, ε), ε))
= (Dθ(a(K(θ +ω), ε)>E(θ, ε)))> − (DθE(θ, ε))>a(K(θ +ω, ε), ε) + L(θ +ω)>42 a(θ, ε)
− (DzF(K(θ, ε), ε))L(θ, ε)− DθE(θ, ε)>a(F(K(θ), ε), ε) + L(θ +ω, ε)a(K(θ +ω, ε), ε)
=
(
Dθ(a(K(θ +ω, ε), ε))>E(θ, ε)
)>
+ (DθE(θ))>4 a(θ, ε) + L(θ +ω, ε)42 a(θ, ε)
− Dθ(S(K(θ, ε)))> − L(θ, ε)a(K(θ, ε), ε) + L(θ +ω)>a(K(θ +ω, ε), ε),
where in the last identity we use that S is the primitive function of F with
DS(z, ε) = a(F(z, ε), ε)>DzF(z, ε)− a(z, ε)>, ∀z ∈ A, ε ∈ U.
Furthermore, in the next-to-last equality we used
(Dθ(a(K(θ+ω, ε), ε)>E(θ, ε)))> = (Dθ(a(K(θ+ω, ε), ε)))>E(θ, ε)+ (DθE(θ, ε))>a(K(θ+ω, ε), ε).
The Lemma is proved since we take the average 〈 〉 in both sides. Moreover the average of
Dθ((a(K(θ, ε), ε))>E(θ, ε)) and Dθ(S(K(θ, ε), ε)) is zero due to the fact that the partial derivative
of periodic function has zero average. In addition, the average of a(K(θ, ε), ε)>L(θ + ω, ε) −
a(K(θ, ε), ε)>L(θ, ε) is zero.
Now, we can apply the Lemma (1.17) to the equation (1.51) with η(θ, ε) and T defined in
(1.53) and (1.27) respectively. Moreover, throughout this work we choose the solution satisfying
ξL0 = 0. Then, we obtain the solution ξ(θ, ε) = (ξ
L(θ, ε), ξN(θ, ε)) and so does 4K(θ, ε). They can
be controlled in terms of E(θ, ε).
Once we obtain the correction by solving the linearized equation, we need to check the speed
of the convergence. Note that the solution ξ, and so 4K, can be controlled in terms of E(θ, ε) as
Esym(θ, ε) and Ered(θ, ε). In addition, the terms Ered(θ, ε)ξ(θ, ε) and Ω0Esym(θ + ω, ε)ξ(θ + ω, ε)
in equation (1.53) are quadratic in E(θ, ε). Let us see the following results in order to easily
compute the new error associated to the new parameterization K¯ and E¯.
Lemma 1.19. Let us assume that the twist condition det〈T(θ, ε)〉 6= 0 is hold. Let us consider the
solution ξ(θ, ε) obtained in Lemma (1.17) with η(θ, ε) = Ω0P(θ + ω)>Ω(K(θ + ω, ε), ε)E(θ, ε) and T
given by (1.27), that satisfying ξL0 = 0. Then, if we take4K(θ, ε) = P(θ, ε)ξ(θ, ε) we have the new error
of applying one step of Newton-like can be expressed in the following form
E¯(θ, ε) = DF(K(θ, ε))4 K(θ, ε)−4K(θ +ω, ε) + E(θ, ε) +42F(θ, ε)
= P(θ +ω, ε)(Id−ΩEsym(θ, ε))−1Elin(θ, ε) +42F(θ, ε)
(1.58)
where




(1− t)D2F(K(θ, ε) + t4 K(θ, ε))4 K(θ, ε)⊗2dt
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and






is the error of solving linearized equation and with 〈ηN〉 = ηN0 = 〈L(θ+ω, ε)〉>Ω(K(θ+ω, ε), ε)E(θ, ε)〉.
Proof. We use Lemma (1.17) to get ξ. Then, using
(−Ω0P(θ +ω)>Ω(K(θ, ε)))−1 = P(θ +ω)(Idn −Ω0Esym(θ +ω)),
we get
DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)P(θ, ε)ξ(θ, ε)− P(θ +ω, ε)ξ(θ +ω, ε) + E(θ, ε) =
= P(θ +ω)(Idn −Ω0Esym(θ +ω))(−Ω0P(θ +ω)>Ω(K(θ, ε)))
[
DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)P(θ, ε)ξ(θ, ε)
− P(θ +ω, ε)ξ(θ +ω, ε) + E(θ, ε)]
= P(θ +ω)(Idn −Ω0Esym(θ +ω))
[
(Λ(θ, ε) + Ered(θ, ε))ξ(θ, ε)










= P(θ +ω)(Idn −Ω0Esym(θ +ω))
[





We have already seen that the terms Ered(θ, ε)ξ(θ, ε) andΩ0Esym(θ+ω, ε)ξ(θ+ω) are quadratic
in E. To conclude the right-hand side of (1.59) is quadratic and so is the average of L(θ +
ω, ε)Ω(K(θ+ω, ε))E(θ, ε) . To sum up, the correction that we adding is the same order of E and
the errors as Esym, Ered and Elin are quadratically small in E.
Remark 1.20. In particular we apply the Lemma (1.18) to the two main cases.











〈L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω0〉 = 〈DθEx(θ, ε)Ey(θ, ε)〉
(b) "Secondary context": A = Rn ×Rn











〈L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω0E(θ, ε)〉 = 〈DE(θ, ε)Ω0E(θ, ε)〉
We have performed one step of Newton-like method to correct the invariance equation.
In summary, we have obtained the following iteration process from starting K0(θ, ε) = K(θ, ε)
and E0(θ, ε) = E(θ, ε) and the new error E¯(θ, ε) is quadratic in E(θ, ε).
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1. Given an approximately invariant torus Kn starting K0(θ, ε) = K(θ, ε) and E0(θ, ε) = E(θ, ε).
Evaluate the error En(θ, ε) := F(Kn(θ, ε))− Kn(θ +ω, ε) .
2. Construct the frame Pn, for the approximately invariant torus 4Kn, using the formulas
(1.38),(1.39) and (1.40).
3. Obtain 4Kn(θ, ε) = Pn(θ, ε)ξn(θ, ε) where we can compute ξn(θ, ε) from Lemma (1.17).
4. Correct the parameterization Kn+1 = Kn +4Kn. If we compute En+1 that is small enough
we stop with the parameterization Kn+1, otherwise we go to step 1 with Kn+1.
The rest of the section we will see that Kn+1 converges to the invariant tori of frequency ω. In the
following chapter we will explain how this iterative process can be implemented in a computer.
Chapter 2
A KAM Theorem For Family of Exact
Symplectic maps
In this chapter we present a KAM theorem in a posteriori format for family of exact sym-
plectic maps to a family of Lagrangian invariant tori. Roughly speaking, a KAM theorem states
that if we have a good approximation of a family of invariant tori with frequency ω, then under
some conditions of non-degeneracy and non-resonance one can find a family of true invariant
tori nearby.
Throughout this chapter, F : A ×U → A is a family of exact symplectomorphisms y and
K : Tn × U → A is a family of parameterization of invariant tori. In the "primary context",
the maps Fε are also assumed to be homotopic to the identity, and the tori are assumed to be
homotopic to the zeros section. On the other hand, in "secondary context", sysmplectic maps Fε
in a star sharped open set are exact symplectic for free, and the tori are assumed to be contractible
to a point (homotopically trivial).
In the section (2.1) we recall some notions in order to define the norms that we will use to
prove the KAM theorem in analytic contest. The main statement will be presented in the section
(2.2). The rest of the chapter will focus on the proof.
2.1 Preliminaries in Analysis
We establish rigorous bounds for the norms of the objects, in 2n−dimensional ambient spaces
presented in the previous section. To deal with small divisor equations, we work with Banach
spaces of real-analytic functions in complex neighborhoods of real domains.
2.1.1 Analytic Norms
A complex strip of Tn of width ρ ≥ 0 is defined by
Tnρ = {θ ∈ Cn \Zn : |Im θi| < ρ, i = 1, · · · , n}.
Moreover, a complex strip of A is a complex connected open neighborhood B of A .
If the ambient space A ⊂ Tnρ ×Rn is connected and homotopically non trivial (i.e A is an
annulus), then we will consider a complex connected neighborhood B ⊂ (Cn \Zn)×Cn covering
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A. If the ambient space A ⊂ Rn×n is homotopically trivial (for instance, A is a ball) then we will
consider a complex connected neighborhood B ⊂ Cn×n.
We will also consider a complex set V ⊂ Cp of parameters covering the real set U ⊂ Rp of
parameters.
Definition 2.1.
• A function defined onTn×U (resp. onA×U), U is a open neighborhood ofRd, is real-analytic if it
can be extended to a complex strip Tnρ ×V (resp. on A×V) with V ⊂ Cd a complex neighborhood
of real domain U.
• Given ρ > 0 we consider analytic functions u : T¯nρ × V¯ → C such that u(Tn ×U) ⊂ R and
such that they can be continuously extended up to the boundary Tn ×U, that means, they are real
analytic in Tnρ ×V. We endow these functions with the norm
‖u‖Tnρ×V = sup
θ∈Tρ ,ε∈V
|u(θ, ε)| . (2.1)
A similar norm for functions u : B ×V → C such that u(A×U) ⊂ R, given by
‖u‖B×V = sup
z∈B,ε∈V
|u(z, ε)| . (2.2)
These sets of functions, endowed with the corresponding norms (2.1) and (2.2), are Banach
spaces. On the other hand, the set of matrix of analytic functions with the norm (2.3) is the
induced norm on vector of matrix valued functions.
Definition 2.2. If A is an n1× n2 matrix of analytic functions on Tnρ ×V (resp. on B×V), we extended
the norm (2.1) as follows:





Along the proof of the KAM theorem, we need to control the norms (2.3) for the objects
involved in the Newton correction described in the section (1.3). For instance,






∥∥∥D2z F∥∥∥B×V = maxi=1,··· ,2n 2∑j,k=1
∥∥∥∥∥ ∂Fi∂zj∂zk
∥∥∥∥∥B×V (2.4)






∥∥∥D2z a∥∥∥B×V = maxi=1,··· ,2n 2n∑j=1
∥∥∥∥∥ ∂2ai∂zj∂zk
∥∥∥∥∥B×V (2.5)




∥∥Ωi,j∥∥B×V , ‖DzΩ‖B×V = maxi=1,··· ,2n 2n∑j=1
∥∥∥∥∂Ωi,j∂zk
∥∥∥∥B×V (2.6)




∥∥Ji,j∥∥B×V , ‖Dz J‖B×V = maxi=1,··· ,2n 2n∑j=1
∥∥∥∥∂Ji,j∂zk
∥∥∥∥B×V , (2.7)




∥∥Gi,j∥∥B×V , ‖DzG‖B×V = maxi=1,··· ,2n 2n∑j=1
∥∥∥∥∂Gi,j∂zk
∥∥∥∥B×V (2.8)
where F : A×U → A.
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2.1.2 Cauchy and Rüssmann Estimates
In order to control functions on the complex torus Tnρ ×V that are modified along the itera-
tion, we will use the following Lemmas.
Lemma 2.3. (Cauchy estimates) Let u : Tnρ × V → C be an analytic functions, with ρ > 0, and
continuous up to the boundary. Then, for any 0 < δ < ρ we obtain that partial derivative ∂u∂θj is analytic






This estimate is extended to vector functions u : Tnρ ×V → Cm as follows:














Once we assume the Diophantine properties we find that equation (1.31) can be solved in
analytic way using the following well-known result. The proof is a standard argument that can
be found in [DlL01],[Rüs75] and [Rüs76].
Lemma 2.4. (Rüssman estimates) Let ω ∈ Rn be Diophantine of type (γ, τ), for some γ > 0 and
τ ≥ n. Then, for any analytic function ν : Tnρ × V → C, with ρ > 0 and ‖ν‖Tnρ×V < ∞, there exists
a unique zero-average analytic solution u : Tnρ × V → C of Lωu = v− 〈v〉. Moreover, there exists a





The constant cR(depending only on τ and n) is given by
cR =
√





z−1e−t dt is the gamma function and ξ = (s, q) = ∑∞m=0 1(q+m)s is the Hurwitz zeta
function.
2.1.3 Neumann Series
In order to control the invertibility of matrices and the non-degeneracy condition, we will





where Y is a square matrix with real or complex coefficients.
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where Id is the identity matrix and∥∥∥(Id−Y)−1∥∥∥ ≤ 1
1− ‖Y‖ .







Lemma 2.6. Let X and Y to be two square matrices of same size. If X is invertible and ‖X−Y‖ <∥∥X−1∥∥−1, then Y is also invertible and∥∥∥Y−1∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥X−1∥∥
1− ‖X−Y‖ ‖Y−1‖ . (2.13)
Proof. Since
∥∥X−1(Y− X)∥∥ < 1, then X−1Y = (Id + X−1(Y − X)) is invertible. Therefore, Y is
invertible and
Y−1 = (Id + X−1(Y− X))−1X−1. (2.14)
The bound of
∥∥Y−1∥∥ follows the Neumann series.
2.2 The KAM Theorem
In this section we will state sufficient conditions to guarantee the existence of a family of
F-invariant tori with fixed Diophantine frequency close to a family of approximately invariant
tori. The following theorem is the main result in this work.
Theorem 2.7. Consider an exact symplectic structure ω = dα on the ambient space A, an exact sym-
plectic map F : A×U → A and a frequency vector ω ∈ Rn. Let us assume that the following hypotheses
hold:
H1 The family of compatible triples (Ω, J, G) of the parameter depending exact symplectic form given
by Ω, a the matrix representation of the action form and the map F are real analytic and can be
analytically extended to B ×V. That is:
(i) a : B ×V → C2n real-analytic.
(ii) Ω, J, G : B × V → C2n×2n real-analytic such that Ω(z, ε) = (Dza(z, ε))> − Dza(z, ε),
J2 = −Id2n and Ω(z, ε) = G(z, ε)J(z, ε) with G positive definite.
(iii) F : B ×V → B real analytic.
Moreover, that there are constants cF,1, cF,2, cΩ,0, cΩ,1, , cG,0, cG,1, cJ,0, c∗J,0, cJ,1, c∗J,1, ca,1 and ca,2
such that
‖DzF‖B×V ≤ cF,1,
∥∥D2z F∥∥B×V ≤ cF,2, ‖Ω‖B×V ≤ cΩ,0, ‖DzΩ‖B×V ≤ cΩ,1, ‖Dza‖B×V ≤
ca,1, ‖G‖B×V ≤ cG,0, ‖DzG‖B×V ≤ cG,1, ‖J‖B×V ≤ cJ,0,
∥∥J>∥∥B×V ≤ c∗J,0, ‖Dz J‖B×V ≤
cJ,1,
∥∥Dz J>∥∥B×V ≤ c∗J,1 and ∥∥D2z a∥∥B×V ≤ ca,2.
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< σ∗L , dist(K(Tnρ ×V), ∂B) > 0. (2.15)
where we define the distance, given two subsets X, Y ∈ C2, as following
dist(X, Y) = inf{|x− y| , x ∈ X, y ∈ Y}, (2.16)
with |·| is the maximum norm.





H4 There exists a constant σT such that the matrix-valued map T (1.27) satisfies the dynamical non-
degeneracy condition
∣∣〈T〉−1∣∣ < σT .
H5 The frequency vector ω satisfies Diophantine conditions of type (γ, τ).




then there exists a family of F−invariant tori K∞(Tn × U), with the same frequency ω, analytic in




< σ∗L , dist(K∞(Tnρ∞ ×V), ∂B) > 0. (2.18)
Furthermore, the tori K∞(Tnρ∞ ×V) is close to the original approximation, in the sense that there exists a
constant Cˆ∗∗ such that




Remark 2.8. Notice that B(θ, ε) = G−1K (θ, ε) such that B(θ, ε) = B(θ, ε)
>. Then ‖B‖Tnρ×V =∥∥∥G−1K ∥∥∥
Tnρ×V
< σ∗B = σB. We left the the notations σ∗B in order to compare with mamotreto. In
addition, the expressions of Cˆ∗ and Cˆ∗∗ will be explicitly given in the proof and they depend
explicitly on the initial data.
Remark 2.9. The hypothesis H1 requires the conditions on the dynamics system, H2 requires
the sufficient conditions on the parameterization K. Moreover, H3 is asking for geometrical non-
degeneracy condition on adapted frame. The last hypothesis H4 is asking the twist condition on
the mean value of T.
2.3 One Step of the Newton-Like Method
In this section we aim to prove the theorem (2.7). The following Lemma is the so-called the
iterative Lemma that will play an important role in the proof. Roughly speaking the ideas of the
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proof consists in performing one iteration of the Newton-like method to correct the parameteri-
zation of the tori by means of the construction presented in (2.3).
Concretely, after applying the Newton-like method using the following Lemma to control the
analytic norms of the involved objects and then see the convergence in the next section.
Lemma 2.10. (The Iterative Lemma) Consider the same setting and hypotheses of the Theorem (2.7).
Then, there exists constants Cˆ1, Cˆ2, Cˆ3, Cˆ∗3 , Cˆ4 and Cˆ5 (depending explicitly on the constants defined in




for some 0 < δ < ρ, then we have a family of approximately invariant tori of the same frequency ω given




< σ∗L , dist(K(Tnρ−3δ ×V), ∂B) > 0 (2.21)∥∥B∥∥
Tρ−3δ×V < σB,









‖E‖Tnρ×V , (2.24)∣∣∣〈T〉−1 − 〈T〉−1∣∣∣ < Cˆ4
γ2δ2τ+1
‖E‖Tnρ×V . (2.25)
The new error of the invariance is given by






Remark 2.11. The constants Cˆ1, Cˆ2, Cˆ3, Cˆ∗3 , Cˆ4 and Cˆ5 are explicitly given in the proof, since it is
a constructive proof.
Proof. Essentially we have to estimate the norms of the objects involved in the one step of the
Newton-like method to correct the invariance of the torus. We will use quiet often Lemma (2.3)
and (2.4) and the properties of the Banach algebras defined by the norms (2.1) and (2.2).
We follow the computations and notation in [HCF+16]. We will even keep some notation for
making easier the comparison.
We start by controlling the objects L(θ, ε), N(θ, ε) and B(θ, ε). By the hypothesis, we have
‖L‖Tnρ×V < σL and ‖B‖Tnρ×V < σB and σB = σ∗B. Then∥∥∥N0∥∥∥
Tnρ×V





∥∥∥J>∥∥∥B×V ≤ σ∗Lc∗J,0 =: cN,0,
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‖B‖Tnρ×V ≤ cN0σB =: cN ,
∥∥∥N>∥∥∥
Tnρ×V
≤ σ∗Bc∗N0 =: c∗N (2.28)
Then, the matrix P(θ, ε):
‖P‖Tnρ×V ≤ ‖L‖Tnρ×V + ‖N‖Tnρ×V ≤ σL + cN =: cP, (2.29)




‖Ω‖B×V ‖DzF‖B×V ‖N‖Tnρ×V ≤ c∗NcΩ,0cF,1cN =: cT . (2.30)
Now we estimate the norm of ΩK. First of all, we get



















∥∥∥∥B ‖E‖Tnρ×V ≤ cΩ,1 ‖E‖Tnρ×V (2.32)





















Notice that after applying Cauchy’s estimates and Rüssman estimates the analytic bound has
been reduced form Tnρ ×V to Tnρ−2δ ×V.
Then, the error in the symplectic character of the frame is as following
∥∥Esym∥∥Tnρ−2δ×V ≤ C2γδτ+1 ‖E‖Tnρ×V =: C3γδτ+1 ‖E‖Tnρ×V (2.35)
We keep the notation to compare with [HCF+16].
Remark 2.12. In 2D case C1 = C2 = C3 = 0






we used the Lemma (2.3) in order to get the estimates
C4 := nc∗NcΩ,0γδτ + cAC2, (2.36)
C5 := C2 + nσ∗LcΩ,0γδτ , (2.37)
C6 := cAC2 + σ∗LcΩ,1cF,1cNγδτ+1 + 2ncΩ,0cF,1cNγδτ , (2.38)
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Thus,
‖Ered‖Tnρ−2δ×V ≤






Now we need to estimate on the correction 4K(θ, ε) = P(θ, ε)ξ(θ, ε). To this end, we use the
Lemma (1.17) with η(θ, ε) = Ω0P(θ + ω, ε)Ω(K(θ + ω))E(θ, ε) and the torsion matrix T(θ, ε),
recalling that we select
ξN0 = 〈T〉−1〈ηL − T<(ηN)〉, ξL0 = 0. (2.39)
Then, we need to compute∥∥∥ηL∥∥∥
Tnρ×V
=
∥∥∥N(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε)E(θ, ε)∥∥∥
Tnρ×V
≤ c∗NcΩ,0 ‖E‖Tnρ×V , (2.40)∥∥∥ηN∥∥∥
Tnρ×V
=
∥∥∥L(θ +ω, ε)>Ω(K(θ, ε), ε)E(θ, ε)∥∥∥
Tnρ×V
≤ σ∗LcΩ,0 ‖E‖Tnρ×V . (2.41)
























then, use (2.39), hypothesis H4 and again Rüssman estimates in (2.40) thus getting ξN
∥∥∥ξN∥∥∥
Tnρ−δ×V




















Now, let control the norm of t new parameterization and the related objects.
∥∥K− K∥∥







using this expression and Cauchy estimates (Lemma (2.3)), we obtain the first estimate in (2.21)
∥∥DθK∥∥Tnρ−3δ×V ≤ ‖DθK‖Tnρ×V + ‖D4 K‖Tnρ−3δ×V ≤ ‖DθK‖Tnρ×V + nCˆ2γ2δ2τ+1 ‖E‖Tnρ×V < σL
(2.45)
The last inequality in the previous computation is obtained by including this condition in hy-









‖E‖Tnρ×V < σ∗L . (2.46)
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‖(J(K¯)− J(K))DθK¯‖Tnρ−3δ×V + ‖J(K¯)(DθK¯− DθK)‖Tnρ−3δ×V























In order to control B and 〈T〉−1 we need to use that for matrices X and Y such that X is invertible
and Y close enough to X, then Y is invertible defined in (2.14) and the bound norm is given by
(2.13).
First, we compute we use expression (2.13) to X = GK¯ and Y = GK in order to get the norm
of B and B.












≤ σ∗LcG,0 ‖4DθK‖Tnρ−3δ×V + σ
∗






























We keep the notation in order to compare with [HCF+16]. Moreover, we ask 2
∥∥X−1∥∥ ‖Y− X‖ <
1 and 2





‖E‖Tnρ×V < 1, (2.51)
in order to get
∥∥Y−1 − X−1∥∥ ≤ ‖X−1‖2‖Y−X‖
1−‖X−1‖‖Y−X‖ ≤ 2
∥∥X−1∥∥2 ‖Y− X‖.













Since B(θ, ε) = B>(θ, ε) then we have Cˆ3 = Cˆ∗3 . Having all the objects in control, we want to get
the second estimate in (2.21)∥∥B∥∥
Tnρ−3δ×V ≤ ‖B‖Tnρ−3δ×V +
∥∥B− B∥∥
Tnρ−3δ×V ≤ ‖B‖Tnρ−3δ×V +
Cˆ3
γ2δ2τ+1
‖E‖Tnρ×V < σB, (2.53)
where the last inequality is included in (2.20).
Secondly, we present X = T and Y = T in order to hold the equation (2.25). As consequence,






















T − T =N>(θ +ω, ε)Ω(K(θ +ω, ε))DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
− N>(θ +ω, ε)Ω(K(θ +ω, ε))DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
=N>(θ +ω, ε)Ω(K(θ +ω, ε))DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
− N>(θ +ω, ε)Ω(K(θ +ω, ε))DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
+ N>(θ +ω, ε)Ω(K(θ +ω, ε))DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
− N>(θ +ω, ε)Ω(K(θ +ω, ε))DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
+ N>(θ +ω, ε)Ω(K(θ +ω, ε))DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
− N>(θ +ω, ε)Ω(K(θ +ω, ε))DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
+ N>(θ +ω, ε)Ω(K(θ +ω, ε))DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)
− N>(θ +ω, ε)Ω(K(θ +ω, ε))DzF(K(θ, ε), ε)N(θ, ε)






C13 := c∗NcNCˆ2(cΩ,0cF,2 + cΩ,1cF,1)δ+ cΩ,0cF,1(c∗NC12 + cNC∗12).
Using the equation (2.13) and (2.56), we obtain the estimate in (2.25)∣∣∣T−1 − T−1∣∣∣ ≤ 2 σ2TC13
γ2δ2τ+1
‖E‖Tnρ×V (2.57)
Computations are analogous to those performed to control the object B and we have to ask the
last inequality ∣∣∣T−1∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣T−1∣∣∣+ 2 σ2TC13
γ2δ2τ+1
‖E‖Tnρ×V < σT (2.58)
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Note that the closure of K(Tnρ−2δ ×V) lies in B, since
dist(K(Tnρ−2δ ×V), ∂B) ≥ dist(K(Tnρ ×V), ∂B)− ‖4K‖Tnρ−2δ×V





where the last inequality is also included in (2.20).
At this point we have bounded the norms (2.21)-(2.25) and we have to estimate the error.
Now, we use the expression in Lemma (1.19) to control the modulus of the average∣∣∣〈ηN〉∣∣∣
V
≤











and then we control the norm of Elin(θ, ε) in Lemma (1.18),
‖Elin‖Tnρ−2δ×V ≤
(














The last object to bound is the new error defined in (1.36), before that we need to bound
(Id−Ω0Esym)−1.
This is done by the Neumann series
∥∥∥(Id− X)−1∥∥∥ ≤ ∞∑
k=0
∥∥∥Xk∥∥∥ ≤ 1
1− ‖X‖ , (2.61)
using X = Ω0Esym and we ask
∥∥Esym∥∥ < 12 to be included in (2.20), that means,
2C3
γδτ+1
‖E‖Tnρ×V < 1. (2.62)
Then, we have














Finally, we complete the proof of the Lemma by merging conditions (2.45), (2.46), (2.51), (2.53),
(??), (2.58), (2.59) and (2.62) presenting the constant Cˆ1 as



















that appears in (2.20).
Remark 2.13. The estimates in the proof can be adapted to the 2−dimensional case of primary
and secondary tori. For instance, ‖Ω0‖B×V = 1, ‖DzΩ0‖B×V = 0, there are not Esym and other
simplifications.
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2.4 Convergence of the KAM Process
Once we prove the Iteration Lemma, we will apply a sequence of Iteration Lemma in order
to prove the Theorem (2.7). Consider the family of approximately invariant tori K0 := K with
the initial error E0 := E. Moreover, we introduce B0 := B and T0 := T associated with the initial
approximation.
In every iteration we reduce the domain of analycity of the objects. Assuming that the initial
object is defined in an analytic band of size ρ0 and we want the final object to be defined in an
analytic band of size ρ∞. We want to select all the intermediate ρs of analytict bands. Tod do so
we select the parameters a1 > 1, a2 > 1, a3 = a3(a1, a2) and define
ρ0 = ρ, δ0 =
ρ0
a3
, ρs = ρs−1 − 3δs−1, δs = δ0as1
, ρ∞ = lims→∞ ρs =
ρ0
a2





We select the parameters a1 the size of reduction in each step and a2 is size of reduction
between the initial and final band. From that we can deduce the parameter a3 and also is
possible to select hte parameters a1 and a3 first, then let a2 depends on a1 and a2.
Then, we consider the objects Ks, Es, Bs and Ts at s−step. Notice that the condition (2.20) is










As a consequence, the constants that appear in the Iterative Lemma (2.10) can be the same for
all steps by taking the worst value of δs, i.e, δ0 = ρ0/a3.
Now we proceed by induction. We assume that the iterative Lemma have applied s times the
Iterative Lemma and prove that it can be applied again. In other words the assumptions of (2.7)
are hold at s−step with the bound are the worst value δ0 = ρ0/a3. To this end, we first compute




































1 + 2 + · · ·+ 2s−1 = 2s − 1,
1(s− 1) + 2(s− 2) + 22(s− 3) + · · ·+ 2s−21 = 2s − s− 1.
We get
‖Es‖Tnρs×V <
 a4τ1 Cˆ5 ‖E0‖Tnρ0×V
γ4δ4τ0
2s−1 a−4τs1 ‖E0‖Tnρ0×V . (2.67)
We use this expression in order to verify condition (2.20) so that we can perform the step s + 1.
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Then, it holds because we can include it in the hypothesis (2.17).
Secondly, we need to verify the conditions included in (2.20) are hold with the expression
for Cˆ1 is given in (2.64). Essentially, in the expression there are two kind of conditions. On the
one hand, we have conditions like (2.62). On the other hand, we have conditions like (2.45).
depending also on other objects at the s−step.















where the last inequality is included in (2.17). Then, other kind of the condition that depends



















 a4τ1 Cˆ5 ‖E0‖Tnρ0×V
γ4δ4τ0

















As usual, the last inequality is included in (2.17) and we proceed similarly with
∥∥DθK>s ∥∥Tnρs×V .
dist(Ks(Tnρs ×V), ∂B) ≥ dist(K(Tnρs−1 ×V), ∂B)− ‖4Ks‖Tnρs×V
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where the last inequality is included in (2.17). The same strategy to T and we obtain the condition





























The conditions of the second king that have to ask are included in (2.72).
Finally, we give the expression of Cˆ∗ the condition (2.17) on ‖E0‖Tnρ0×V ,
Cˆ∗ = max{(a1a3)4τCˆ5, (a3)2τ+1Cˆ8γ2ρ2τ−10 }
so that the hypotheses H1− H4 are satisfied and also the condition (2.20). Then, we are able
to apply the Iterative Lemma again. Moreover, note that the sequence of error is a decreasing
sequence such that ‖Es‖Tρs×V → 0 when s → ∞ and as a consequence the iterative scheme
converges to a true quasi-periodic family tori K∞ defined in Tρn∞×V .
Remark 2.14. Notice in the proof we can see the KAM theorem is applicable to either primary
tori or secondary tori. In the next chapter we present an algorithm in order to find both kind of
tori.
We have been keeping the dependence of the parameter ε and we proved that the parameter-
ization K is analytic in Tnρ∞ ×V. Therefore, K is analytic respect to ε we can differentiate respect
to ε. Furthermore, in the next chapter we will introduce the continuation method suh a way we
need the analyticity of parameter ε.
2.5 Continuation of Derivatives with respect to Parameter
A main motivation to develop the theory with parameters is that one easily obtains analytic
dependence on them. Much more, we can also compute derivative with respect to parameters,
which can be very useful when implementing continuation methods.
For a given family of initial parameterizations K and applying the KAM method we get a
family of F-invariant parameterizations K¯
F(K¯(θ, ε), ε)− K¯(θ +ω, ε) = 0. (2.77)
If we differentiate (2.77) respect to the variable ε, we obtain
DzF(K¯(θ, ε), ε)∂εK¯(θ, ε) + ∂εF(K¯(θ, ε), ε)− ∂εK¯(θ +ω, ε) = 0
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and the previous equation can be rewritten in following form
DzF(K¯(θ, ε), ε)∂εK¯(θ, ε)− ∂εK¯(θ +ω, ε) = −∂εF(K¯(θ, ε), ε). (2.78)
Notice that the structure of the equation (2.78) is similar to the equation (1.51). That means we
can apply the same adapted frame P(θ, ε) and use Lemma (1.17) in order to get ∂εK¯. Then, we
can take Kε0+4ε ≈ K¯(θ, ε)+ ∂εK¯(θ, ε)4 ε as initial approximation to find the true invariant circles
with the parameter ε+4ε using the KAM method.
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Chapter 3
Algorithms
In this chapter we present algorithm to compute invariant circles in (families of area) pre-
serving maps. Consider invariant circles with two homotopy types:
• Primary context: Circles on the cylinder T×R that are homotopically non trivial.
• Secondary context: Circles on the planeR2 or on the cylinder T×R that are homotopically
trivial.
The algorithms are based on the contrustive proof of the KAM Theorem in a posteriori format
described in the previous chapter. Moreover, we have been keeping the dependence of the
parameter ε in the proof of Lemma (2.7) and we proved that the parameterization K is analytic
in Tnρ∞ × V. As a consequence, K depends also analytically on parameters and we can perform
a continuation method with respect to the parameter ε.
We aim to find the approximate true invariant circles by solving computationally the invari-
ance equation. To this end, we present two different spaces of discretization of functions: Grid
space (The values of the periodic functions on a regular grid of points) and Fourier space (The
coefficients of a trigonometric polynomial interpolation) to do the operations computationally.
Sometimes is easier in Grid space and sometimes in Fourier space. For instance, differentiating
a map is more comfortable in Fourier meanwhile the product of the functions is easier in Grid
space. We will keep same time two space and combine with with the use of FFT, a algorithm
transforms functions in Grid space to Fourier space and vice versa.
All operations require O(N) storage in the corresponding space, except the DFT method
needs O(N2) operation to perform. In order to implement an effective algorithm we use FFT
that require O(N log N), then in each step of Newton like require N log N storage.
3.1 An Algorithm to Compute Invariant Curves
The algorithm is derived from the parameterization method is based on running an efficient
Newton-like method to solve the invariance equation. Essentially, this algorithm consists in
implementing the proof of the iterative procedure defined in section (1.3).
In particular, for a family of exact symplectic maps of form We will geive the details of the
algorithm to compute primary tori in a one-parameter family of area preserving maps. We
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will assume that the ambient space is A × R, endowed with the standard compatible triple
(Ω0, J0, G0).
The family is writen as





+ Fp(x, y, ε) =
(
x + Fxp (x, y, ε)
Fyp (x, y, ε),
)
where Fp is one-parameter in the x-variable. We assume that det DzF(x, y, ε) = 1.







+ Kp(x, y, ε) =
(
θ + Kxp(θ, ε)
Kyp(θ, ε)
)







Notice that, in the implementation, we represent Kp either in Grid space pr Fourier space.
Let us describe the algorithm of the parameterization method for a invariant circle of a family
of exact symplectic maps. In particular, we present it in 2D ambient space such a way it will
be coherent with the example: Standard map. Consider a periodic function f on Tρ × V and




for j =0, · · · ,N-1.
It lets us define the discretization of f in the real space as 1− dimensional array { f j}N−1j=0 with
f j := f (θj). Meanwhile, the Fourier discretization is represented by { fˆk}N−1k=0 where fˆk are the
coefficients of Fourier series.
Now, we denote the discrete Fourier transform as DFT and it allows us to transform the grid
discretization to Fourier discretization in following form:








Specially, the average is given by





The DFT produces the interpolating trigonometric polynomial on the grid, that is,




and we denote { f j}N−1j=0 = DFT−1({ fˆk}N−1j=0 ).
Notice that for real-valued functions, the following symmetry holds:
fˆk = fˆ ∗NF−k
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where ∗ stands for the complex conjugate, and fˆ0 is real.







using the symmetry we define
kˆ =
k if 0 ≤ k ≤ N/2,k− N if N/2 ≤ k < N.
Given f a periodic function discretized as { fˆk}N−1k=0 . Everything above can be extended to
vector or matrix functions and as we said before, some manipulations of periodic functions are
easier discretized in te Fourier space.
(i) The derivative ∂θ f :
{(̂∂θ f )k}N−1k=0 where (̂∂θ f )k = 2piikˆ fˆk, (3.2)
(ii) The composition f ◦ Rω:
{̂( f ◦ Rω)k}N−1k=0 where ̂( f ◦ Rω)k = e2piikˆω fˆk, (3.3)
(iii) The soution of one-bite cohomological equation <( f ):
{(̂<( f ))k}N−1k=0 , where (<̂( f ))k =
(1− e2pikˆω)−1 fˆk if k 6= 00 if k = 0 (3.4)
On the other hand, as operations of product of two functions, product by a constant and etc...
are manipulations of periodic function in Grid space.
We are working with periodic functions and we use the notations of parameterization K
presented in (1.1) and (1.2). Then, the approximation (truncated Fourier series) is coded by a
sample of points {Kp,j}N−1j=0 , p stands for periodic, where Kp,j = Kp(θj) of Fourier coefficients
{Kˆp,k}N−1j=0 that are connected by DFT or DFT−1. We describe the implementation of the iteration
of Newton-like method.
We first present the algorithm to primary context and then we will adapt the methodology
to secondary context, but they have major part in common. Notice that we will skip the notation
of dependence in parameter ε, that is, F = Fε.
Algorithm 3.1. (Newton step) Let us consider an exact symplectic map on A×U, with A ⊂ T×R
is the 2D annulus, F(x, y, ε) = (x, 0) + Fp(x, y, ε) .
Input 1: Non-reasonant frequency ω ∈ R and a given ε.
Input 2: Sampling of an approximately invariant torus K of the form (1.1) with the periodic parts
are coded as {Kˆp,k}N−1k=0 and {Kp,j}N−1j=0 on a regular grid on T of size N.
Then, we proceed as follows:
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Kxp(θ, ε) + Fxp (K(θ, ε), ε)− Kxp(θ +ω, ε)−ω
Fyp (K(θ, ε), ε)− Kyp(θ +ω, ε)
)
. (3.5)
To evaluate this formula at grid points we first compute Fp(K(θ, ε), ε) at grid points since it is
computed directly from the grid. Thus we get {(Fp ◦ K)j}N−1j=0 with
(Fp ◦ K)j = Fp(θj + Kxp,j, Kyp,j, ε).
Then, Kp(θ+ω, ε) is easier obtained in Fourier space using (3.3) and use DFT−1 in order to get it
in Grid space.





Hence, the computation of the error (3.5) at grid
error =
√∥∥∥{Exj }N−1j=0 ∥∥∥2∞ + ∥∥∥{Eyj }N−1j0 ∥∥∥2∞. (3.6)
where
∥∥∥{Exj }N−1j=0 ∥∥∥∞ = maxj=0,··· ,N−1 ∣∣Ej∣∣.
Then, given a tolerance tol the next decision will beStop the computation if error < tolGo back to Step 1 Otherwise (3.7)
Step 2 To construct the frame P(θ, ε) we compute the tangent vectors L(θ, ε) in Fourier space


























where δk,0 is Kronecker’s delta that is 1 if k = 0 otherwise equals to 0, D̂θKp,k is computed using










We complement L(θ, ε) by computing N(θ, ε) = N0B as {Nj}N−1j=0 with








These end up with




= {(Lˆk Nˆk)}N−1k=0 . (3.10)
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Step 3: To obtain the correction ξ(θ, ε) of K(θ, ε) on the adapted frame, we first compute η(θ, ε) =
−Ω0P(θ +ω, ε)Ω0E(θ, ε) in Grid as {ηLj }N−1j=0 and {ηNj }N−1j=0 with
ηLj = {−(N ◦ Rω)>j Ω0Ej}
ηNj = {(L ◦ Rω)>j Ω0Ej}
where P(θ +ω, ε)j is obtained using (3.3) in Fourier space and applying DFT−1. Then, {ηˆLk }N−1k=0
and {ηˆNk }N−1k=0 are obtained using DFT.
We compute the torsion matrix T(θ, ε) in Grid as {Tj}N−1j=0 with
Tj = (N ◦ Rω)>j Ω0(DF ◦ K)jNj.
In order to obtain ξ(θ, ε) the solutions of the one-bite cohomological equation, we first compute









j − Tj<(ηN)j) (3.11)
Then, we compute ξN in Fourier space as
{ξˆNK }N−1k=0 = {<̂(ηN)k}N−1k=0 + ξN0 . (3.12)
Then, using DFT−1 we get the expression of ξN in Grid. Moreover, it can be used to get the expres-
sion of {ηLj − Tj<̂(ηN)j}N−1j=0 on Grid space, Then, we fix ξN0 in order to satisfy the compatibility
condition for the equation for ξL .
Hence, we compute {ηˆLk − (̂T<(ηN))k}N−1k=0 using DFT and we obtain {ξˆLk }N−1k=0 with
ξˆLk = ηˆ
L
k − (̂T<(ξN))k = ηˆLk − (T̂<ηN)k − (TξˆN0 )k k = 0, · · · , N − 1.
Finally, we compute
{ξLj }N−1j=0 = DFT−1({ξˆLk }), {ξNj }N−1j=0 = {ξN0 + (<(ηN))j}.
Step 4: To obtain the new parameterization
K¯p(θ, ε) = Kp(θ, ε) +4K(θ, ε) (3.13)
where we compute the expression of the period part of the parameterization {Kp,j}N−1j=0 in Grid with
K¯p,j = Kp,j + ξ jP(θ, ε)j = Kp,j + LjξLj + Njξ
N
j (3.14)





Remark 3.2. Notice that changing few lines of equation, the algorithm is applicable to secondary
tori. The changes will be
K(θ, ε) = (Kx(θ, ε), Ky(θ, ε)) = Kp(θ, ε), (3.15)
Ex(θ, ε) = Kx(θ, ε) + Fxp (K(θ, ε), ε)− Kx(θ +ω, ε) (3.16)
Lj = DθKj, Lˆk = D̂θKk. (3.17)
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3.2 Newton Iteration and Continuation Method of the Invariant
Circle
In this section we aim to give an algorithm, given the initial parameterization Kε0 and the
parameter ε0, is able to compute the invariant circles increasing ( or decreasing) the parameter
ε until reaching the breakdown of the invariant circle. Remember that the parameterization
Kε depends on the parameter ε analytically and that is why we can perform the continuation
method.
The main idea is to assume for a given initial parameterization K and we applying Algorithm
(3.1) to it. Then, we get K¯ satisfies the invariance equation up to a given tolerance and if we
differentiate respect to the variable ε with the refined parameterization. We get
DzF(K¯(θ, ε), ε)∂εK¯(θ, ε)− ∂εK¯(θ +ω, ε) = −∂εF(K¯(θ, ε), ε). (3.18)
Then, we can give an initial approximation Kε0+4ε ≈ K¯(θ, ε) + ∂εK¯(θ, ε)4 ε to find the invari-
ant circle with the parameter ε+4ε and we are able to apply Algorithm (3.1) In other words,
the algorithm of continuation method is applying iteratively of the algorithm (3.1).
Algorithm 3.3. Let us consider an exact symplectic map on A × U, with A is the 2− dimensional
annulus, F(x, y, ε) = (x, 0) + Fp(x, y, ε) is endowed with a closed non-degenerate symplectic product
that given by the antisymmetric matrix Ω0. Given the initial increment 4ε = 0.1 and tol.
Input 1: Non-reasonant frequency ω ∈ R and an initial ε0.
Input 2: Sampling of an approximately invariant torus Kε0 of the form (1.1) with parameter ε0 on
a regular grid on T of size N.
Then, the continuation method is presented by the following steps.
Step 0: (Newton Step) To compute the convergent parameterization K¯ε0 for the initial parame-
terization Kε0 with the parameter ε = ε0 applying the algorithm (3.1). Moreover, the conditions
of stopping the iterations are error < tol and the number of total iterations smaller than a finite
number.
 Stop the program if it does not convergeContinue the program Otherwise (3.19)
Step 1: To compute ∂εK¯ε0 where we use the same strategy as step 2 and 3 in Algorithm (3.1)
to the equation (2.78). We first compute the adapted frame P(θ, ε) and then ξ(θ, ε) modifying
E(θ, ε) = ∂εF(K¯ε0(θ, ε), ε) in order to get ∂εK¯ε0(θ, ε).
Step 2: To compute the convergent parameterization K¯ε0+4ε applying (3.1) to the initial approxi-
mation K¯(θ, ε) + ∂εK¯(θ, ε)4 ε.
If the Newton-like method does not converge, we double the number N and recompute the discretiza-
tions in Grid and Fourier spaces that appeared in Algorithm. And then restart with step 2 using
Kε0+4ε that is double in the memory and same ε = ε0 +4ε.
Furthermore, if it does not convergence again, we reduce the size of 4ε. For instance, we use the
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We will keep reducing the size of the increment 4ε in case of divergence of Newton-like method
until the size step is smaller than say, 10−6 and we stop the program. If eventually it converges, we
will go back to step 1 with the approximation Kε0+4ε and ε = ε0 +4ε. .
Remark 3.4. Notice the construction of the algorithm allows us to apply it to secondary tori
changing the Newton-like method suitable for the secondary tori.
Remark 3.5. Given an initial approximately invariant tori we can apply the continuation method
forward that is to sum the4ε in each step of iteration. But also we can dot the method backward,
that means, we reduce the size step in each step of iteration.
Once we implement it, we can find the lower bound of the breakdown (using the method
iterating forward) and the upper bound of the breakdown( iterating the method backward).
Notice that in case of iterating backward, the invariant circles will be small near the elliptic
points and the tangent maps L(θ, ε) will be big ,that is , the first column of the adapted frame
P(θ, ε). In order to eliminate this affect we suggest to scale the adapted frame using the following
strategy:













stands for the area below the curve K.
Then, since the secondary tori in 2D are similar to circles we can approximate c to the area
of secondary tori.








N(θ, ε)→ rN(θ, ε)
(3.21)
3.3 Application of Algorithms: Standard Map
In this section we apply the Algorithm (3.1) and (3.3) to see that the invariant curve of
primary and secondary tori of the Standard map persist for ε 6= 0. Moreover, the hypotheses of
the Theorem (2.7) are satisfied such that the existence of these invariant curves are proved. Our
aim is to implement algorithms in Language C in order to see for which ε the persistence of two
kind of the invariant tori breakdowns.
On the one hand, the persistence of the primary tori is seen using the continuation method
given the initial approximation and implemented Newton iteration in kam_con_eps_primary.c
found in appendix A. The program does not need any input and they are written inside the
program. Once run the program, there are two kinds of outputs. The first one, the outputs on
the screen where we can see the different quantities associated to the parameterization in each
step. For instance, the error, norm of the torsion matrix T, the adapted frame P, etc... The second
one is a file called parameterization where are the refined parameterizations in Grid space.
On the other hand, the persistence of secondary tori is seen in different way. We first perform
secondary_rn.c to get the sampling of an approximately invariant circle Kε0 on the regular
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grid. We can obtain them running the program secondary_rn.c, it does not need any input and
returns a file called initial_K_secondary.dat. Then, we implemented the Newton iteration
and Continuation method in kam_cont_eps_secondary.c. The inputs and outputs are same to
primary case only the output file calle Kparameterization.dat.
To run the program using the following commands
• name_of_program.c -lm
• ./a.out
3.3.1 Primary Tori in Standard Map
The simplest approximation of an Primary tori for the Standard map (1), with the initial












where ω = (
√
5− 1)/2 is the golden mean.















Figure 3.1: The invariant curves obtained from the continuation method respect to ε given the
initial parameterization (3.22) and ε = 0.


































Table 3.1: Continuation with respect to parameter ε with the quantities the number N/2 of
significant Fourier coefficient required and the error of invariance.
Remark 3.6. The lower bound we get for the breakdown is ε = 0.9714 and has been numerically
observed that this golden mean curve persists up to εc ≈ 0.971635 (see [Gre79],[Mac93]). Using
theorem similar ro rhe one exposed in this work, with the use of computer, it has been rigously
proved that invariant circle persist for ε = 0.9716.
3.3.2 Secondary Tori in Standard Map
The case of the secondary tori is different from primary tori. They do not exist in an unper-
turbed systems and they appear in the perturbed system. Therefore, we can not use the initial
approximation found in the unperturbed system, we need to find an initial approximate invari-
ant librettional circle secondary tori for ε 6= 0. In order to look for it, the linearized dynamics
will give information to us.
We know that the linerized dynamics around the elliptic point (0, 0) is given by the matrix
A.





whose eigenvalues are λ± = e±2piiρ = cos(2piρ) + i sin(2piρ) = 2−ε2 + i(±
√
ε(4−ε)
2 ) and the
eigenvalues λ± = (notice that λ+λ− = 1). Hence, for |ε| < 2 the origin is linear center and
around the origin there will be ’circles’ with the corresponding rotation number ω. On the other














Figure 3.2: From the equation λ+ = e2piiω we get 2−e2 = cos(2piω) and we compute this plot
allows us to choose a ε with non- reasonant frequency. In particular, we choose ε0 = 0.4 and
ω0 = (
√
5− 1)/15 ≈ 8.240453e− 2
Once we chosen the ε0 and ω0 we need to compute the initial parameterization. The strategy
we used is to take the initial points on the axis x and compute the rotation number approximate
by rn(z, ε). Where rn(z, ε) (see function secondary_rn.c in appendix II) is the average of the
the angles between the points zn and zn+1 = F(zn, ε) with the initial point is z0 = (x0, 0) and



















Figure 3.3: Using the input as ε = 0.4
T0 find x0 corresponding to rn0 = rn(x0, 0, 0.4) ≈ ω0 and we use the secant method with
the initial guess rn0 in order to refine the rotation number. Then, we get x¯0 and rn0 such that
|ω− rn0| < 10−−12.
At this points, we have the parameter ε0, the non-reasonant frequency ω0 and a sample of
points, that are not in order, of an approximately parameterization Kε0 0n a non-regular grid.
But we can order them and use cubic interpolation so that get a sample of points of Kε0 on a
regular grid.
Given the initial parameter ε0, the non-reasonant frequency ω ∈ R and the initial parameter-
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ization. If we continue the method forward and backward , we get the results displyed in Figure
























Figure 3.4: Left: The invariant curves obtained from the Continuation method iterating forward
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(d) ε = 0.56059
Figure 3.5: The green curves are secondary tori, obtained form Continuation Method with ω =
(
√
5− 1)/15, presented in phase space of Standard map.









































Table 3.2: Continuation with respect to parameter ε with the outputs given the number N/2 of
Fourier coefficients required and the error of invariance. Moreover, from ε = 0.4 upward the
quantities are obtained the continuation with respect to ε iterating backward and the rest are
obtained iterating the method forward.
Remark 3.7. The upper bound of the breakdown is for ε = 0.2622, see the following table, and




Programmed by Chanyan Wang and Alex Haro.
Name of Program: kam_cont_eps_primary.c
1 // KAM method in parameterization method with example Standard Map
2 //it is of form F=(x+Fp, Fp) wihich Fp is a periodic function
3 // Specially to find Primary tori









13 typedef long double real;
14 typedef long double complex cmplx;
15
16
17 /* ---------------CREAT -MEMORY -AND -FREE -MEMORY
------------------------------------------------*/
18 cmplx *allocpf(int N){
19 cmplx *pf;
20





26 cmplx *doubleF(cmplx *pf, int N){
27 pf= (cmplx *) realloc(pf, 2*N*sizeof(cmplx));
28 if (pf==NULL) {
29 puts("doubling Fourier series fails!\n");
30 exit(-1);
31 }












42 /* CREATE MEMORY FOR 2-VECTOR */
43 void allocvpf(cmplx *pf[2], int N)
44 {
45 pf[0]= allocpf(N); pf[1]= allocpf(N);
46 }
47
48 /* CREATE MEMORY FOR MATRIX 2X2*/
49 void allocmpf(cmplx *pf[2][2] , int N)
50 {
51 pf [0][0]= allocpf(N); pf [0][1]= allocpf(N);
52 pf [1][0]= allocpf(N); pf [1][1]= allocpf(N);
53 }
54
55 /*FREE MEMORY FOR 2-VECTOR */





61 /*FREE MEMORY FOR MATRIX 2X2*/
62 void freempf(cmplx *pf [2][2])
63 {
64 free(pf [0][0]); free(pf [0][1]);
65 free(pf [1][0]); free(pf [1][1]);
66 }
67
68 /* CLEAN TAIL OF FOURIER SERIES */
69 void cleanF(cmplx *f, int N)
70 {




75 /* -------------------FDFT -AND -BDFT
---------------------------------------------------------*/
76 /*GRID TO FOURIER SPACE: FOWARD DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM */
77 void fdft(cmplx *fF, int N, cmplx *fG){
78 int j, k;
79
80 for (k= 0; k<N; k++) {







88 /* FOURIER TO GRID SPACE: BACKWARD DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM */
89 void bdft(cmplx *fG, int N, cmplx *fF){
90 int j, k;
91 for (j= 0; j<N; j++) {
47
92 for (k= 0, fG[j]= 0; k<N; k++)




97 /* ------------ This is FFT version ----------------*/
98
99 void separate (cmplx *a, int n) {
100 cmplx b[n/2]; // get temp heap storage
101 int i;
102 for(i=0; i<n/2; i++) // copy all odd elements to heap storage
103 b[i] = a[i*2+1];
104 for(i=0; i<n/2; i++) // copy all even elements to lower -half of a[]
105 a[i] = a[i*2];
106 for(i=0; i<n/2; i++) // copy all odd (from heap) to upper -half of a[]
107 a[i+n/2] = b[i];
108 }
109
110 // N must be a power -of -2, or bad things will happen.
111 // Currently no check for this condition.
112 //
113 // N input samples in X[] are FFT'd and results left in X[].
114 // Because of Nyquist theorem , N samples means
115 // only first N/2 FFT results in X[] are the answer.
116 // (upper half of X[] is a reflection with no new information).
117
118 void _ffft(cmplx *X, int N) {
119 int i, k;
120 cmplx e, o, w;
121 if(N < 2) {
122 // bottom of recursion.
123 // Do nothing here , because already X[0] = x[0]
124 } else {
125 separate(X,N); // all evens to lower half , all odds to upper half
126 _ffft(X, N/2); // recurse even items
127 _ffft(X+N/2, N/2); // recurse odd items
128 // combine results of two half recursions
129 for( k=0; k<N/2; k++) {
130 e = X[k ]; // even
131 o = X[k+N/2]; // odd
132 // w is the "twiddle -factor"
133 w = cexpl( -2.*M_PI*I*k/N );
134 X[k ] = e/2. + w * o/2.;





140 void ffft(cmplx *fF, int N, cmplx *fG){
141 int k;
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148 void _bfft(cmplx *X, int N) {
149 int i, k;
150 cmplx e, o, w;
151 if(N < 2) {
152 // bottom of recursion.
153 // Do nothing here , because already X[0] = x[0]
154 } else {
155 separate(X,N); // all evens to lower half , all odds to upper half
156 _bfft(X, N/2); // recurse even items
157 _bfft(X+N/2, N/2); // recurse odd items
158 // combine results of two half recursions
159 for(k=0; k<N/2; k++) {
160 e = X[k ]; // even
161 o = X[k+N/2]; // odd
162 // w is the "twiddle -factor"
163 w = cexpl( 2.* M_PI*I*k/N );
164 X[k ] = e + w * o;





170 void bfft(cmplx *fG, int N, cmplx *fF){
171 int k;








180 /* ---------------OPERATIONS -IN-FOURIER -AND -GRID -SPACES
----------------------------------------------------*/
181 /* VARIABLE i CAN BE USED IN TWO SPACES WHILE j FOR GRID AND k FOR FOURIER */
182 void sumcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2){
183 int i; for (i= 0; i<N; g[i]= f1[i]+f2[i], i++);
184 }
185
186 void difcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2){
187 int i; for (i= 0; i<N; g[i]= f1[i]-f2[i], i++);
188 }
189
190 void mulcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx c, cmplx *f){
191 int i; for (i= 0; i<N; g[i]= c*f[i], i++);
192 }
193
194 void prdcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2){
195 int j; for (j= 0; j<N; g[j]= f1[j]*f2[j], j++);
196 }
197
198 void divcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2){
199 int j; for (j= 0; j<N; g[j]= f1[j]/f2[j], j++);
200 }
201
202 void invcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f){
49
203 int j; for (j= 0; j<N; g[j]= 1./f[j], j++);
204 }
205
206 void copcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f){
207 int j; for (j= 0; j<N; g[j]= f[j], j++);
208 }
209
210 void dercpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f){
211 int k;
212 for (k= 0; k<N/2; k++) g[k]= 2*M_PI*I*k*f[k];
213 for (k= N/2; k<N; k++) g[k]= 2*M_PI*I*(k-N)*f[k];
214 }
215
216 void rotcpf(cmplx *g, int N, real omega , cmplx *f){
217 int k;
218 for (k= 0; k<N/2; k++) g[k]= cexpl (2* M_PI*I*k*omega)*f[k];




223 void Lcpf(cmplx *g, int N, real omega , cmplx *f){
224 /* given \xi(x) - \xi(x+\omega) = \eta(x)
225 Lf(x) = f(x)-f(x+omega) */
226 int k;
227 for (k= 0; k<N/2; k++) g[k]= (1-cexpl (2* M_PI*I*k*omega))*f[k];
228 for (k= N/2; k<N; k++) g[k]= (1-cexpl (2* M_PI*I*(k-N)*omega))*f[k];
229 }
230
231 void Rcpf(cmplx *g, int N, real omega , cmplx *f){
232 /*Given f(x)-f(x+omega) = g(x)
233 *Rg(x) = \sum{k \in Z menos 0} \frac{g_{k}}{1-e^{2\pi I k\omega}} */
234 //note that k empieza des de 1
235 int k;
236 g[0]= 0;
237 for (k= 1; k<N/2; k++) g[k]= f[k]/(1- cexpl (2* M_PI*I*k*omega));
238 for (k= N/2; k<N; k++) g[k]= f[k]/(1- cexpl (2* M_PI*I*(k-N)*omega));
239 }
240
241 cmplx avgG(cmplx *f, int N){
242 int j; real avg;








251 real supnorm(cmplx *f, int N){
252 int j; real max= 0;
253 for(j= 0; j< N; j++){
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259 real l1norm(cmplx *f, int N){
260 int k; real sum= 0;




265 real taill1norm(cmplx *f, int N)
266 {
267 int k; real sum= 0;




272 real tailsupnorm(cmplx *f, int N)
273 {
274 int k; real max= 0;
275 for(k= N/4; k< 3*N/4; k++){







283 real eps= 0, omega= 0;
284
285 /* ----------------EVALUATION -IN-THE -PERIODIC -FUNCTIONS -OF-STANDARD -MAP
------------------------------------------------------------*/
286 //THE PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
287 void Fp(cmplx z[2], cmplx Fp[2]){
288 Fp[0]= Fp[1]= z[1]-eps /(2* M_PI)*csinl (2* M_PI*z[0]);
289 }
290
291 //THE DERIVATIVE OF THE PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
292 void DFp(cmplx z[2], cmplx DFp [2][2]){
293 DFp [0][0]= DFp [1][0]= -eps*ccosl (2* M_PI*z[0]);









301 int main(int argc , char *argv [])
302 {
303 int N, k, i, j, l, count= 1, max_iter =35; //count para contar los paso de
convergencia
304 real tolerance = 1.e-10,e =0, correction =0, deltaEps= 0.1, eps0 =0;








312 file = fopen("parameterization","w");
313 if(file == NULL){



















333 allocvpf(zG , N);
334 allocvpf(rzF , N);
335 allocvpf(rzG , N);





341 allocmpf(PF , N);
342 allocmpf(PG , N);























362 /*GIVEN THE INITIAL PARAMETERIZATION K REPRESENTED BY zF, REFINE WITH NEWTON
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STPE */
363 /*STEP 1: CALCULATIONS OF ERROR*/
364 bfft(zG[0], N, zF[0]); bfft(zG[1], N, zF[1]);
365 rotcpf(rzF[0], N, omega , zF[0]); rotcpf(rzF[1], N, omega , zF[1]);
366 bfft(rzG[0], N, rzF [0]); bfft(rzG[1], N, rzF [1]);
367
368 /* CALCULATIONS OF ERROR IN GRID*/
369 EG[0]= rzG [0]; EG[1]= rzG [1];
370 for (j= 0; j<N; j++){
371 z[0]= (real) j/N + zG[0][j]; z[1]= zG[1][j];
372 Fp(z,Fpz);
373 EG[0][j]= zG[0][j] + Fpz[0] - rzG [0][j] - omega; EG[1][j]= Fpz [1] - rzG [1][j];
374 }
375
376 real err_x = supnorm(EG[0], N);
377 real err_y = supnorm(EG[1], N);




380 printf("count = %d, error = % Le\n",count , e);
381 printf("error_x = % Le \n error_y = % Le \n", err_x ,err_y);
382
383 if(! finite(e)) break;
384
385 if (e < tolerance){
386 ok=1;
387 printf("######---------refined K for eps=% Le and N= %d -------#####\n",eps ,N)
;
388 fprintf(file , "# ----refined K for eps= %Le --------\n",eps);
389 for(j= 0; j<N; j++){
390 // printf ("% LE % LE\n", (real)j/N +creall(zG[0][j]), creall(zG[1][j]));
391 fprintf(file , "% LE % LE\n", (real)j/N +creall(zG[0][j]), creall(zG[1][j]));
392 }
393 for(j =0; j<N; j++){
394 EG[0][j] = EG[1][j]=-csin (2* M_PI *(( real)j/N +zG[0][j]))/(2* M_PI);
395 z0G [0][j]= zG[0][j];





401 /*STEP 2: CONSTRUCT THE FRAME P CONSISTS OF L,N*/
402 //L = (P[0][0] , P[1][0])
403 dercpf(PF[0][0] , N, zF[0]); dercpf(PF[1][0] , N, zF[1]);
404 PF [0][0][0]= 1; // rotating curve
405 bfft(PG[0][0] , N, PF [0][0]); bfft(PG[1][0] , N, PF [1][0]);
406 printf("supnorm PG= % LE % LE\n", supnorm(PG[0][0] , N), supnorm(PG[0][1] , N))
;
407
408 //N = -J L / (LT L)
409 for (j= 0; j<N; j++){
410 b= PG [0][0][j]*PG [0][0][j] + PG [1][0][j]*PG [1][0][j];
411 PG [0][1][j]= -PG [1][0][j]/b;
412 PG [1][1][j]= PG [0][0][j]/b;
413 }
53
414 printf(" % LE % LE\n", supnorm(PG[1][0] , N), supnorm(PG[1][1] , N))
;
415 ffft(PF[0][1] , N, PG [0][1]); ffft(PF[1][1] , N, PG [1][1]);
416
417 /*AT THIS POINTS , WE HAVE THE FRAME P IN FOURIER AND GRID*/
418
419 /* ROTATED FREM IN FOURIER */
420 rPF [0][0]= PF [0][0]; rPF [1][0]= PF [1][0]; rPF [0][1]= PF [0][1]; rPF [1][1]= PF
[1][1];
421 rotcpf(rPF [0][0] , N, omega , PF [0][0]); rotcpf(rPF [0][1] , N, omega , PF [0][1]);
422 rotcpf(rPF [1][0] , N, omega , PF [1][0]); rotcpf(rPF [1][1] , N, omega , PF [1][1]);
423
424 /* ROTATED FRAME IN GRID*/
425 bfft(rPG [0][0] , N, rPF [0][0]); bfft(rPG [0][1] , N, rPF [0][1]);
426 bfft(rPG [1][0] , N, rPF [1][0]); bfft(rPG [1][1] , N, rPF [1][1]);
427
428 /*STEP 3: APPLING LEMMA TO FIND xi*/
429
430 /* COMPUTATIONS OF TORSION */
431 for (j= 0; j<N; j++){
432 z[0]= (real) j/N + zG[0][j]; z[1]= zG[1][j];
433 DFp(z,DFpz);
434 DFN0= (1 + DFpz [0][0])*PG [0][1][j] + DFpz [0][1]* PG [1][1][j];
435 DFN1= DFpz [1][0]* PG [0][1][j] + DFpz [1][1]* PG [1][1][j];
436 TG[j]= rPG [1][1][j]*DFN0 - rPG [0][1][j]*DFN1;
437 }
438
439 /* AVERAGE OF TORSION */
440 T0= avgG(TG ,N);
441 printf("torsion T0= % LE % LE\n", creall(T0), cimagl(T0));
442
443 /*etaG; eta IN GRID*/
444 etaG [0]= rzF [0]; etaG [1]= rzF [1]; // To save memory
445 for (j= 0; j<N; j++){
446 etaG [0][j]= -(rPG [1][1][j]*EG[0][j] - rPG [0][1][j]*EG[1][j]);
447 etaG [1][j]= (rPG [1][0][j]*EG[0][j] - rPG [0][0][j]*EG[1][j]);
448 }
449
450 etaF [0]= EG[0]; etaF [1]= EG[1]; // To save memory
451 ffft(etaF[0], N, etaG [0]); ffft(etaF[1], N, etaG [1]);
452
453 // Xi1
454 etaF [1]= EG[1]; // To save memory
455 ffft(etaF[1], N, etaG [1]);
456 xiF [1]= etaF [1]; // to save space
457
458 Rcpf(xiF[1], N, omega , etaF [1]); // xiF[1] with zero average!
459 bfft(xiG[1], N, xiF [1]); // with zero average
460
461 for(j= 0; j<N; j++)
462 etaG [0][j]-= TG[j]*xiG [1][j];
463 printf("#supnorm hetaG0= % Le\n",
464 supnorm(etaG[0], N));
465
466 xiF [1][0] = avgG(etaG[0],N)/T0;
467 // FALTABA EL BUCLE SIGUIENTE!
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468 for(j= 0; j<N; j++)
469 xiG [1][j]+= xiF [1][0];
470
471 for(j= 0; j<N; j++)
472 etaG [0][j]-= TG[j]*xiF [1][0];
473 printf("#supnorm hetaG0= % Le\n",
474 supnorm(etaG[0], N));
475
476 etaF [0]= EG[0]; // To save memory
477 ffft(etaF[0], N, etaG [0]);
478 xiF [0]= etaF [0];
479 Rcpf(xiF[0], N, omega , etaF [0]); // xiF [0][0]= 0;
480 bfft(xiG[0], N, xiF [0]);
481
482
483 /*AT THIS POINTS , WE HAVE COMPUTED xi IN FOURIER AND GRID*/
484 deltazG [0]= rzG [0]; deltazG [1]= rzG [1];
485 for (j= 0; j<N; j++) {
486 deltazG [0][j]= PG [0][0][j]*xiG [0][j]+ PG [0][1][j]*xiG [1][j];
487 deltazG [1][j]= PG [1][0][j]*xiG [0][j]+ PG [1][1][j]*xiG [1][j];
488 }
489 printf("supnorm xiG= % LE % LE\n", supnorm(xiG[0], N), supnorm(xiG[1], N));
490
491 real error_x = supnorm(deltazG [0], N);
492 real error_y = supnorm(deltazG [1], N);
493 correction = sqrt(error_x* error_x + error_y *error_y);
494
495 /*THE PERIODIC FUNCTIONS OF THE PARAMETERIZATION K*/
496 if(e>tolerance){
497 printf("correc_x = % Le \n correc_y = % Le \n", error_x ,error_y);
498 sumcpf(zG[0], N, zG[0], deltazG [0]); sumcpf(zG[1], N, zG[1], deltazG [1]);
499 ffft(zF[0], N, zG[0]); ffft(zF[1], N, zG[1]);
500 }
501 }while(ok!=1 && count <6);
502
503 if (ok==-1) {
504 cmplx *z0F[2], *deps0zF [2];
505
506 puts("Doubling Fourier Series !!\n");




511 ffft(z0F[0],N,z0G [0]); ffft(z0F[1],N,z0G [1]);
512 z0F [0]= doubleF(z0F[0],N); z0F [1]= doubleF(z0F[1],N);
513
514 allocvpf(deps0zF ,N);
515 ffft(deps0zF [0],N,deps0zG [0]); ffft(deps0zF [1],N,deps0zG [1]);
516 deps0zF [0]= doubleF(deps0zF [0],N); deps0zF [1]= doubleF(deps0zF [1],N);
517
518
519 free(TG); free(hetaG0); free(hetaF0);
520 freevpf(zG); freevpf(zF); freevpf(rzF); freevpf(rzG); freevpf(xiG);








528 TG= allocpf(N); hetaG0= allocpf(N); hetaF0= allocpf(N);
529 allocvpf(zG , N); allocvpf(zF, N); allocvpf(rzF , N); allocvpf(rzG , N); allocvpf
(xiG , N);
530 allocmpf(PF , N); allocmpf(PG, N); allocmpf(rPG , N);
531
532 allocvpf(z0G ,N); allocvpf(deps0zG ,N);
533 bfft(z0G[0],N,z0F [0]); bfft(z0G[1],N,z0F [1]);






540 deltaEps= deltaEps /10;






547 for(j =0; j<N; j++){
548 deps0zG [0][j]= deltazG [0][j];




553 /*K_(eps+deltaEps) = K_eps + (DK/d eps)*deltaEps IT IS AN APPROXIMATION */
554 }
555 for(k=0; k<N; k++){
556 zG[0][k]=z0G [0][k] + deps0zG [0][k]* deltaEps;
557 zG[1][k]=z0G [1][k] + deps0zG [1][k]* deltaEps;
558 }







566 free(TG); free(hetaG0); free(hetaF0);
567
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Appendix B
Codes: Secondary Tori
Programmed by Chanyan Wang and Alex Haro
Name of Program: secondary_rn.c
1 // Compute the approximate parameterization K
2 //Given omega ,eps find the point (x0 ,0) has a rotation number
3 //is different un tolerance 1.e-12 with omega and








12 typedef long double real;
13 typedef long double complex cmplx;
14
15
16 real eps =0.4;
17
18 void F(real z[2], real Fz[2]){
19 //THE STANDARD MAP
20 Fz[1]= z[1]-eps /(2* M_PI)*sinl (2* M_PI*z[0]);
21 Fz[0]= z[0] + Fz[1];
22 }
23
24 real secondary_rotation_number(real z0[2], int n)
25 {
26 //GIVEN THE INITIAL POINTS AND NUMBER OF ITERATIONS RETURN THE ROTAITON
27 // NUMBER ASSSOCIATED TO THE POINT
28 real z[2], Fz[2], rn, ang;
29 int i;
30
31 z[0]= z0[0]; z[1]= z0[1];
32
33 for (i= 0, rn= 0; i<n; i++){
34 F(z, Fz);
35 rn+= asinl((Fz[0]*z[1]-Fz[1]*z[0])/hypotl(z[0],z[1])/hypotl(Fz[0],Fz[1]));
36 z[0]= Fz[0]; z[1]= Fz[1];
37 }
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38 return rn/(n*2* M_PI);
39 }
40
41 real secant(real z[2], real omega){
42 real f;
43




48 real findz(real omega){
49 real z[2], xN_1[2], xN[2], deltax =0.0001;
50 real fN ,fN_1 ,aux ,rn;
51
52 z[1]= 0; z[0]= 0;




57 rn= secondary_rotation_number(z, 100000);
58 }while(fabsl(omega -rn) >1.e-3 && z[0] <0.5);
59
60 xN_1 [0]= z[0];
61 xN[0] = xN_1 [0] + deltax;
62 do{
63 fN=secant(xN ,omega);
64 fN_1= secant(xN_1 ,omega);
65 aux= xN[0];
66 xN[0]= xN[0] - fN*(xN[0]-xN_1 [0])/(fN -fN_1);






73 int compare(const void *pa , const void *pb){
74 real *a = ( void *)pa;
75 real *b = ( void *)pb;
76 int diff = (a[0] > b[0]) -(a[0] < b[0]);
77 if(diff != 0) return diff;
78
79 return (a[1] > b[1]) - (a[1] < b[1]);
80 }
81
82 int main(int argc , char *argv []){
83 //WRITE ON A FILE THE SAMPLE OF POINTS OF PARAMETERIZATION ON A REGULAR GRID
OF SIZE N
84 int N= 128, NP= 1000;
85 real z[2], theta_K[NP+3][3] ,K[N][2];
86 FILE *file;
87 file = fopen("initial_K_secondary.dat","w");
88 if(file == NULL){









97 real aux1[2],aux2 [2];
98 theta_K [1][0]= 0;
99 theta_K [1][1]= z[0];
100 theta_K [1][2]= z[1];
101 printf("rn= % .20LE\n", omega);
102 printf(" % .20LE\n", secondary_rotation_number(z ,100000));
103
104 // printf ("#% LE % LE % LE \n",theta_K [0][0] , theta_K [0][1] , theta_K [0][2]);
105 fprintf(file ,"# % .20LE % .20LE %d\n",eps , omega , N);
106
107 for(int i= 2; i<=NP; i++){
108 aux1 [0]= theta_K[i -1][1];
109 aux1 [1]= theta_K[i -1][2] ;
110 F(aux1 , aux2);
111 theta_K[i][1]= aux2 [0];
112 theta_K[i][2]= aux2 [1];
113 theta_K[i][0]= (theta_K[i -1][0] + omega) - floor(theta_K[i -1][0] + omega);
114 }
115
116 qsort(theta_K+1, NP, 3* sizeof(real), compare);
117
118 theta_K [0][0]= theta_K[NP][0] -1;
119 theta_K [0][1]= theta_K[NP][1];
120 theta_K [0][2]= theta_K[NP][2];
121
122 theta_K[NP +1][0]= theta_K [0][0]+1;
123 theta_K[NP +1][1]= theta_K [0][1];
124 theta_K[NP +1][2]= theta_K [0][2];
125 theta_K[NP +2][0]= theta_K [1][0]+1;
126 theta_K[NP +2][1]= theta_K [1][1];
127 theta_K[NP +2][2]= theta_K [1][2];
128
129 printf("#--------------AFTER SORTING QSORT --------\n");
130
131 for(int i=0; i<= (NP+1); i++)
132 printf("% LE % LE % LE \n",
133 theta_K[i][0], theta_K[i][1], theta_K[i][2]);
134
135
136 printf("------------interpolation ---------- \n");
137 real x=0;
138 int j0 , j1=1, j2, j3;




143 fprintf(file ,"% .20LE % .20LE % .20LE \n" ,0.L,K[0][0] ,K[0][1]);
144
145 for(int i=1; i< N; i++){
146 x= (real) i/N;
147
148 while((x-theta_K[j1][0]) *( theta_K[j1+1][0] -x)<0 && j1 <NP) j1++;
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149





155 (x- theta_K[j1][0])/( theta_K[j0][0]- theta_K[j1][0])*
156 (x- theta_K[j2][0])/( theta_K[j0][0]- theta_K[j2][0])*
157 (x- theta_K[j3][0])/( theta_K[j0][0]- theta_K[j3][0]);
158 L1=
159 (x- theta_K[j0][0])/( theta_K[j1][0]- theta_K[j0][0])*
160 (x- theta_K[j2][0])/( theta_K[j1][0]- theta_K[j2][0])*
161 (x- theta_K[j3][0])/( theta_K[j1][0]- theta_K[j3][0]);
162 L2=
163 (x- theta_K[j0][0])/( theta_K[j2][0]- theta_K[j0][0])*
164 (x- theta_K[j1][0])/( theta_K[j2][0]- theta_K[j1][0])*
165 (x- theta_K[j3][0])/( theta_K[j2][0]- theta_K[j3][0]);
166 L3=
167 (x- theta_K[j0][0])/( theta_K[j3][0]- theta_K[j0][0])*
168 (x- theta_K[j1][0])/( theta_K[j3][0]- theta_K[j1][0])*
169 (x- theta_K[j2][0])/( theta_K[j3][0]- theta_K[j2][0]);
170
171 K[i][0]= theta_K[j0][1]*L0 + theta_K[j1][1]*L1 +
172 theta_K[j2][1]* L2 + theta_K[j3 ][1]*L3;
173 K[i][1]= theta_K[j0][2]*L0 + theta_K[j1][2]*L1 +
174 theta_K[j2][2]* L2 + theta_K[j3 ][2]*L3;
175 //TO CHECK THERE ARE NO MISTAKES IN ORDERING
176 // printf ("% LE < % LE < % LE \n", theta_K[j1][0], x, theta_K[j2][0]);
177 fprintf(file , "% .20LE % .20LE % .20LE\n",x, K[i][0],K[i][1]);
178 }




The one is used to compute the invariant tori using the Algorith (3.3). Name of Program:
kam_cont_eps_secondary.c
1 // KAM method in parameterization method with example Standard Map
2 // Specially to find the Secondary tori









12 typedef long double real;
13 typedef long double complex cmplx;
14
15
16 /* ---------------CREAT -MEMORY -AND -FREE -MEMORY
------------------------------------------------*/









25 cmplx *doubleF(cmplx *pf, int N){
26 pf= (cmplx *) realloc(pf, 2*N*sizeof(cmplx));
27 if (pf==NULL) {
28 puts("doubling Fourier series fails!\n");
29 exit(-1);
30 }










41 /* CREATE MEMORY FOR 2-VECTOR */
42 void allocvpf(cmplx *pf[2], int N)
43 {
44 pf[0]= allocpf(N); pf[1]= allocpf(N);
45 }
46
47 /* CREATE MEMORY FOR MATRIX 2X2*/
48 void allocmpf(cmplx *pf[2][2] , int N)
49 {
50 pf [0][0]= allocpf(N); pf [0][1]= allocpf(N);
51 pf [1][0]= allocpf(N); pf [1][1]= allocpf(N);
52 }
53
54 /*FREE MEMORY FOR 2-VECTOR */





60 /*FREE MEMORY FOR MATRIX 2X2*/
61 void freempf(cmplx *pf [2][2])
62 {
63 free(pf [0][0]); free(pf [0][1]);
64 free(pf [1][0]); free(pf [1][1]);
65 }
66
67 /* CLEAN TAIL OF FOURIER SERIES */
68 void cleanF(cmplx *f, int N)
69 {
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75 /* ------------ This is FFT version ----------------*/
76
77 void separate (cmplx *a, int n) {
78 cmplx b[n/2]; // get temp heap storage
79 int i;
80 for(i=0; i<n/2; i++) // copy all odd elements to heap storage
81 b[i] = a[i*2+1];
82 for(i=0; i<n/2; i++) // copy all even elements to lower -half of a[]
83 a[i] = a[i*2];
84 for(i=0; i<n/2; i++) // copy all odd (from heap) to upper -half of a[]
85 a[i+n/2] = b[i];
86 }
87
88 // N must be a power -of -2, or bad things will happen.
89 // Currently no check for this condition.
90 //
91 // N input samples in X[] are FFT'd and results left in X[].
92 // Because of Nyquist theorem , N samples means
93 // only first N/2 FFT results in X[] are the answer.
94 // (upper half of X[] is a reflection with no new information).
95
96 void _ffft(cmplx *X, int N) {
97 int i, k;
98 cmplx e, o, w;
99 if(N < 2) {
100 // bottom of recursion.
101 // Do nothing here , because already X[0] = x[0]
102 } else {
103 separate(X,N); // all evens to lower half , all odds to upper half
104 _ffft(X, N/2); // recurse even items
105 _ffft(X+N/2, N/2); // recurse odd items
106 // combine results of two half recursions
107 for( k=0; k<N/2; k++) {
108 e = X[k ]; // even
109 o = X[k+N/2]; // odd
110 // w is the "twiddle -factor"
111 w = cexpl( -2.*M_PI*I*k/N );
112 X[k ] = e/2. + w * o/2.;





118 void ffft(cmplx *fF, int N, cmplx *fG){
119 int k;






126 void _bfft(cmplx *X, int N) {
127 int i, k;
128 cmplx e, o, w;
129 if(N < 2) {
130 // bottom of recursion.
63
131 // Do nothing here , because already X[0] = x[0]
132 } else {
133 separate(X,N); // all evens to lower half , all odds to upper half
134 _bfft(X, N/2); // recurse even items
135 _bfft(X+N/2, N/2); // recurse odd items
136 // combine results of two half recursions
137 for(k=0; k<N/2; k++) {
138 e = X[k ]; // even
139 o = X[k+N/2]; // odd
140 // w is the "twiddle -factor"
141 w = cexpl( 2.* M_PI*I*k/N );
142 X[k ] = e + w * o;





148 void bfft(cmplx *fG, int N, cmplx *fF){
149 int k;








158 /* ---------------OPERATIONS -IN-FOURIER -AND -GRID -SPACES
----------------------------------------------------*/
159 /* VARIABLE i CAN BE USED IN TWO SPACES WHILE j FOR GRID AND k FOR FOURIER */
160 void sumcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2){
161 int i; for (i= 0; i<N; g[i]= f1[i]+f2[i], i++);
162 }
163
164 void difcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2){
165 int i; for (i= 0; i<N; g[i]= f1[i]-f2[i], i++);
166 }
167
168 void mulcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx c, cmplx *f){
169 int i; for (i= 0; i<N; g[i]= c*f[i], i++);
170 }
171
172 void prdcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2){
173 int j; for (j= 0; j<N; g[j]= f1[j]*f2[j], j++);
174 }
175
176 void divcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2){
177 int j; for (j= 0; j<N; g[j]= f1[j]/f2[j], j++);
178 }
179
180 void invcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f){
181 int j; for (j= 0; j<N; g[j]= 1./f[j], j++);
182 }
183
184 void copcpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f){
185 int j; for (j= 0; j<N; g[j]= f[j], j++);
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186 }
187
188 void dercpf(cmplx *g, int N, cmplx *f){
189 int k;
190 for (k= 0; k<N/2; k++) g[k]= 2*M_PI*I*k*f[k];
191 for (k= N/2; k<N; k++) g[k]= 2*M_PI*I*(k-N)*f[k];
192 }
193
194 void rotcpf(cmplx *g, int N, real omega , cmplx *f){
195 int k;
196 for (k= 0; k<N/2; k++) g[k]= cexpl (2* M_PI*I*k*omega)*f[k];




201 void Lcpf(cmplx *g, int N, real omega , cmplx *f){
202 /* given \xi(x) - \xi(x+\omega) = \eta(x)
203 Lf(x) = f(x)-f(x+omega) */
204 int k;
205 for (k= 0; k<N/2; k++) g[k]= (1-cexpl (2* M_PI*I*k*omega))*f[k];
206 for (k= N/2; k<N; k++) g[k]= (1-cexpl (2* M_PI*I*(k-N)*omega))*f[k];
207 }
208
209 void Rcpf(cmplx *g, int N, real omega , cmplx *f){
210 /*Given f(x)-f(x+omega) = g(x)
211 *Rg(x) = \sum{k \in Z menos 0} \frac{g_{k}}{1-e^{2\pi I k\omega}} */
212 //note that k empieza des de 1
213 int k;
214 g[0]= 0;
215 for (k= 1; k<N/2; k++) g[k]= f[k]/(1- cexpl (2* M_PI*I*k*omega));
216 for (k= N/2; k<N; k++) g[k]= f[k]/(1- cexpl (2* M_PI*I*(k-N)*omega));
217 }
218
219 cmplx avgG(cmplx *f, int N){
220 int j; real avg;








229 real supnorm(cmplx *f, int N){
230 int j; real max= 0;
231 for(j= 0; j< N; j++){





237 real l1norm(cmplx *f, int N){
238 int k; real sum= 0;





243 real taill1norm(cmplx *f, int N)
244 {
245 int k; real sum= 0;




250 real tailsupnorm(cmplx *f, int N)
251 {
252 int k; real max= 0;
253 for(k= N/4; k< 3*N/4; k++){







261 real eps= 0, omega= 0;
262
263 /* ----------------EVALUATION -IN-THE -PERIODIC -FUNCTIONS -OF-STANDARD -MAP
------------------------------------------------------------*/
264 //THE PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
265 void Fp(cmplx z[2], cmplx Fp[2]){
266 Fp[0]= Fp[1]= z[1]-eps /(2* M_PI)*csinl (2* M_PI*z[0]);
267 }
268
269 //THE DERIVATIVE OF THE PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
270 void DFp(cmplx z[2], cmplx DFp [2][2]){
271 DFp [0][0]= DFp [1][0]= -eps*ccosl (2* M_PI*z[0]);









279 int main(int argc , char *argv [])
280 {
281 int N, k, i, j, l, count= 1;
282 // deltaEps =0.1: the continuation method iterating forward and deltaEps =0.1
iterating backward
283 real tolerance = 1.e-8,e =0, correction =0, deltaEps= -0.1, eps0 =0;




288 FILE *file ,* inputs;
289 file = fopen("Kparameterization.dat","w");
290 if(file == NULL){
291 printf("there a problems in opening file\n");
292 exit(-1);
293 }
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294 if (( inputs = fopen("initial_K_secondary.dat", "r")) == NULL)
295 return EXIT_FAILURE;
296 char sost;
297 fscanf(inputs , "%c %LE %LE %d", &sost , &eps , &omega , &N);
298 printf("eps = %LE omega=% LE N=%d\n",eps , omega , N);
299


















318 for (j = 0; j < N; j++){
319 fscanf(inputs , " %LE %LE %LE ",&aux , &a, &c);
320 zG[0][j]= a + 0*I;




325 ffft(zF[0], N, zG[0]); ffft(zF[1], N, zG[1]);
326
327 allocvpf(rzF , N);
328 allocvpf(rzG , N);






335 allocmpf(PF , N);
336 allocmpf(PG , N);



























359 /*GIVEN THE INITIAL PARAMETERIZATION K REPRESENTED BY zF, REFINE WITH NEWTON
STPE */
360 /*STEP 1: CALCULATIONS OF ERROR*/
361 bfft(zG[0], N, zF[0]); bfft(zG[1], N, zF[1]);
362 rotcpf(rzF[0], N, omega , zF[0]); rotcpf(rzF[1], N, omega , zF[1]);
363 bfft(rzG[0], N, rzF [0]); bfft(rzG[1], N, rzF [1]);
364
365 /* CALCULATIONS OF ERROR IN GRID*/
366 EG[0]= rzG [0]; EG[1]= rzG [1];
367 for (j= 0; j<N; j++){
368 z[0]= zG[0][j]; z[1]= zG[1][j]; // modified respecto to primary tori
369 Fp(z,Fpz);
370 EG[0][j]= zG[0][j] + Fpz[0] - rzG [0][j];
371 EG[1][j]= Fpz[1] - rzG [1][j]; // modified
372 }
373
374 real err_x = supnorm(EG[0], N);
375 real err_y = supnorm(EG[1], N);




378 printf("count = %d, error = % Le\n",count , e);
379 printf("error_x = % Le \n error_y = % Le \n", err_x ,err_y);
380
381 if(! finite(e)) break;
382
383 if (e < tolerance){
384 ok=1;
385 printf("######---------refined K for eps=% Le and N=%d-------####\n",eps ,N);
386 fprintf(file ,"#---------refined K for eps=% Le -------\n",eps);
387 for(j= 0; j<N; j++){
388 fprintf(file , "% LE % LE\n", creall(zG[0][j]), creall(zG[1][j]));
389 }
390 for(j =0; j<N; j++){
391 EG[0][j] = EG[1][j]=-csin (2* M_PI*(zG[0][j]))/(2* M_PI); // modified
392 z0G [0][j]= zG[0][j];




397 cmplx calabi =0+I*0;
398
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399 /*STEP 2: CONSTRUCT THE FRAME P CONSISTS OF L,N*/
400 //L = (P[0][0] , P[1][0])
401 dercpf(PF[0][0] , N, zF[0]); dercpf(PF[1][0] , N, zF[1]);
402 // PF [0][0][0]= 0; It is a libration curve. Modified
403 bfft(PG[0][0] , N, PF [0][0]); bfft(PG[1][0] , N, PF [1][0]);
404 printf("supnorm PG= % LE % LE\n",
405 supnorm(PG[0][0] , N), supnorm(PG[1][0] , N));
406
407 //N = -J L / (LT L)
408 for (j= 0; j<N; j++){
409 b= PG [0][0][j]*PG [0][0][j] + PG [1][0][j]*PG [1][0][j];
410 PG [0][1][j]= -PG [1][0][j]/b;
411 PG [1][1][j]= PG [0][0][j]/b;
412 }
413 printf(" % LE % LE\n",
414 supnorm(PG[0][1] , N), supnorm(PG[1][1] , N));
415 ffft(PF[0][1] , N, PG [0][1]); ffft(PF[1][1] , N, PG [1][1]);
416
417 /*AT THIS POINTS , WE HAVE THE FRAME P IN FOURIER AND GRID*/
418 /*STEP 2.5: a scaled frame */
419 for(j= 1; j<N-1; j++){
420 c+=(PG [0][0][j]*zG[1][j]-PG [1][0][j]*zG[0][j]);
421 }
422 c/=(2*N) ;
423 printf("invariant calabi = % LE\n",creall(c));
424 cmplx r;
425 r= sqrtl(fabsl(c)/M_PI);
426 printf("radi = %LE\n",creall(r));
427 for(j= 0; j<N; j++){
428 PG [0][0][j] /=r;
429 PG [1][0][j] /=r;
430 PG [0][1][j] *=r;
431 PG [1][1][j] *=r;
432
433 PF [0][0][j] /=r;
434 PF [1][0][j] /=r;
435 PF [0][1][j] *=r;





441 printf("supnorm scaled PG= % LE % LE\n",
442 supnorm(PG[0][0] , N), supnorm(PG[1][0] , N));
443 printf(" % LE % LE\n",
444 supnorm(PG[0][1] , N), supnorm(PG[1][1] , N));
445
446 /* ROTATED FRAME IN FOURIER */
447 rPF [0][0]= PF [0][0]; rPF [1][0]= PF [1][0];
448 rPF [0][1]= PF [0][1]; rPF [1][1]= PF [1][1];
449 rotcpf(rPF [0][0] , N, omega , PF [0][0]);
450 rotcpf(rPF [0][1] , N, omega , PF [0][1]);
451 rotcpf(rPF [1][0] , N, omega , PF [1][0]);
452 rotcpf(rPF [1][1] , N, omega , PF [1][1]);
453
454 /* ROTATED FRAME IN GRID*/
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455 bfft(rPG [0][0] , N, rPF [0][0]); bfft(rPG [0][1] , N, rPF [0][1]);
456 bfft(rPG [1][0] , N, rPF [1][0]); bfft(rPG [1][1] , N, rPF [1][1]);
457
458 /*STEP 3: APPLING LEMMA TO FIND xi*/
459
460 /* COMPUTATIONS OF TORSION */
461 for (j= 0; j<N; j++){
462 z[0]= zG[0][j]; z[1]= zG[1][j]; // modified
463 DFp(z,DFpz);
464 DFN0= (1+ DFpz [0][0])*PG [0][1][j] + DFpz [0][1]* PG [1][1][j];
465 DFN1= DFpz [1][0]* PG [0][1][j] + DFpz [1][1]* PG [1][1][j];
466 TG[j]= rPG [1][1][j]*DFN0 - rPG [0][1][j]*DFN1;
467 }
468
469 /* AVERAGE OF TORSION */
470 T0= avgG(TG ,N);
471 printf("torsion T0= % LE % LE\n", creall(T0), cimagl(T0));
472
473 /*etaG; eta IN GRID*/
474 etaG [0]= rzF [0]; etaG [1]= rzF [1]; // To save memory
475 for (j= 0; j<N; j++){
476 etaG [0][j]= -(rPG [1][1][j]*EG[0][j]-rPG [0][1][j]*EG[1][j]);
477 etaG [1][j]= (rPG [1][0][j]*EG[0][j]-rPG [0][0][j]*EG[1][j]);
478 }
479
480 etaF [0]= EG[0]; etaF [1]= EG[1]; // To save memory
481 ffft(etaF[0], N, etaG [0]); ffft(etaF[1], N, etaG [1]);
482
483 printf(" average etaN= % LE + I % LE\n",
484 creall(etaF [1][0]) , cimagl(etaF [1][0]));
485 // Xi1
486 etaF [1]= EG[1]; // To save memory
487 ffft(etaF[1], N, etaG [1]);
488 xiF [1]= etaF [1]; // to save space
489
490 Rcpf(xiF[1], N, omega , etaF [1]); // xiF[1] with zero average!
491 bfft(xiG[1], N, xiF [1]); // with zero average
492
493 for(j= 0; j<N; j++)
494 etaG [0][j]-= TG[j]*xiG [1][j];
495 printf("#supnorm hetaG0= % Le\n",
496 supnorm(etaG[0], N));
497
498 xiF [1][0] = avgG(etaG[0],N)/T0;
499 // FALTABA EL BUCLE SIGUIENTE!
500 for(j= 0; j<N; j++)
501 xiG [1][j]+= xiF [1][0];
502
503 for(j= 0; j<N; j++)
504 etaG [0][j]-= TG[j]*xiF [1][0];
505 printf("#supnorm hetaG0= % Le\n",
506 supnorm(etaG[0], N));
507
508 etaF [0]= EG[0]; // To save memory
509 ffft(etaF[0], N, etaG [0]);
510 xiF [0]= etaF [0];
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511 Rcpf(xiF[0], N, omega , etaF [0]); // xiF [0][0]= 0;
512 bfft(xiG[0], N, xiF [0]);
513
514
515 /*AT THIS POINTS , WE HAVE COMPUTED xi IN FOURIER AND GRID*/
516 deltazG [0]= rzG [0]; deltazG [1]= rzG [1];
517 for (j= 0; j<N; j++) {
518 deltazG [0][j]= PG [0][0][j]*xiG [0][j]+PG [0][1][j]*xiG [1][j];
519 deltazG [1][j]= PG [1][0][j]*xiG [0][j]+PG [1][1][j]*xiG [1][j];
520 }
521 printf("supnorm xiG= % LE % LE\n",
522 supnorm(xiG[0], N), supnorm(xiG[1], N));
523
524 real error_x = supnorm(deltazG [0], N);
525 real error_y = supnorm(deltazG [1], N);
526 correction = sqrt(error_x* error_x + error_y *error_y);
527 /*THE PERIODIC FUNCTIONS OF THE PARAMETERIZATION K*/
528 if(e>tolerance){
529 printf("correc_x = % Le \n correc_y = % Le \n", error_x ,error_y);
530 sumcpf(zG[0], N, zG[0], deltazG [0]); sumcpf(zG[1], N, zG[1], deltazG [1]);
531 ffft(zF[0], N, zG[0]); ffft(zF[1], N, zG[1]);
532 }
533 }while(ok!=1 && count <6);
534
535 if (ok==-1) {
536 cmplx *z0F[2], *deps0zF [2];
537
538 puts("Doubling Fourier Series !!\n");




543 ffft(z0F[0],N,z0G [0]); ffft(z0F[1],N,z0G [1]);
544 z0F [0]= doubleF(z0F[0],N); z0F [1]= doubleF(z0F[1],N);
545
546 allocvpf(deps0zF ,N);
547 ffft(deps0zF [0],N,deps0zG [0]); ffft(deps0zF [1],N,deps0zG [1]);
548 deps0zF [0]= doubleF(deps0zF [0],N); deps0zF [1]= doubleF(deps0zF [1],N);
549
550
551 free(TG); free(hetaG0); free(hetaF0);
552 freevpf(zG); freevpf(zF); freevpf(rzF); freevpf(rzG); freevpf(xiG);







560 TG= allocpf(N); hetaG0= allocpf(N); hetaF0= allocpf(N);
561 allocvpf(zG , N); allocvpf(zF, N); allocvpf(rzF , N); allocvpf(rzG , N); allocvpf
(xiG , N);
562 allocmpf(PF , N); allocmpf(PG, N); allocmpf(rPG , N);
563
564 allocvpf(z0G ,N); allocvpf(deps0zG ,N);
565 bfft(z0G[0],N,z0F [0]); bfft(z0G[1],N,z0F [1]);
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573 deltaEps= deltaEps /10;






580 for(j =0; j<N; j++){
581 deps0zG [0][j]= deltazG [0][j];




586 /*K_(eps+deltaEps) = K_eps + (dK/d eps)*deltaEps IT IS AN APPROXIMATION */
587 }
588 for(k=0; k<N; k++){
589 zG[0][k]=z0G [0][k] + deps0zG [0][k]* deltaEps;
590 zG[1][k]=z0G [1][k] + deps0zG [1][k]* deltaEps;
591 }






598 free(TG); free(hetaG0); free(hetaF0);
599
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